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OF ALL THE WAYS TO USE BOOKS, exhibiting them may be the oddest. Works of art such as paintings and sculpture are created to be viewed, and museums place them on display to provide access to them. Museum-goers can study and enjoy the item (out of its original context, for example a church or home) and learn something about the environment within and for which it was created. Books are produced for use by individuals; and libraries facilitate their discovery by collecting, organizing and describing books known or likely to be useful to potential readers. In a library, accessibility is defined by the ease with which researchers can identify and locate needed materials, not by how many or which ones are visible. When not in use, books sit on shelves awaiting their readers, and miles of shelving merely suggest the riches they hold. When selected for an exhibition, a book becomes inaccessible to the individual who may wish to consult it (although it can be removed on a temporary basis); installed in a locked case behind glass, it is not usable by anyone. Only one page or double-spread opening of a book can be displayed, at least in its original form, and books are not constructed physically to be held open at the same page for long periods of time. A three-dimensional, interactive tool for learning or pleasure is thus transformed into a piece of sculpture to be observed at a distance.

What then, is the use of book exhibitions? Why would a library remove a group of books from circulation to place them on display? Exhibitions of books, manuscripts and archival materials certainly promote knowledge of available resources and stimulate further investigation of a particular collection or subject. And they are often the occasion for, and product of, substantial research that is then shared with a larger audience. Book exhibitions are all about creating con-
text—they place individual works into a bibliographical, biographical or historical framework—and construct a narrative in which physical books serve as exemplars and evidence.

Library exhibitions also foster new ways of thinking about—and using—books. In fact, displacing a book from its natural home forces us to see it differently. Book exhibitions direct our attention to the physical object: the text it contains may be pertinent to the theme of the show, but since we cannot read it we are free to consider other aspects of what is on view. We inspect the title page or other opening, read and learn from the information provided; the books themselves are examples that make the “case” of the show. We look at them rather than read them, and in the process observe physical features and see distinctions that prompt reflection.

_Book Use, Book Theory: 1500–1700_, published in conjunction with an exhibition of the same title, takes this concept much further. Bradin Cormack and Carla Mazzio examine the diverse uses of early modern books, as imagined by authors and implemented by readers, and the physical characteristics and textual features that support these applications. In the period between 1500 and 1700, printed books played an important role in shaping language use, ways of knowing, and professional practice in fields such as law and medicine. As _Book Use, Book Theory_ illustrates, writers and printers exploited physical features such as size and page layout, apparatus such as indexes or titles, as well as graphic material. Readers added their own marks—in bindings and marginalia—to make the book a more useful reflection of their purpose. _Book Use, Book Theory_ makes an important contribution to book history by exploring how book use evolved, and how early writers reflected on that process, in the two centuries following the invention of printing.

I am delighted that Professors Cormack and Mazzio grounded their scholarship in an exhibition for the Special Collections Research Center. Over the course of their extensive research, Professors Cormack and Mazzio examined a large number of books from across the entire range of the collection, and uncovered new
ways of looking at, reading and using them. Use of this nature involves a great many staff members to page, circulate, track and reshelve materials. I extend sincere thanks to Barbara Gilbert, Debra Levine, Jay Satterfield, Susan Summerfield, Anne Taylor and numerous other staff and student assistants in Special Collections for their essential contributions to this project. Catherine Uecker, Rare Books Coordinator, edited the bibliographic entries.

The research process also became a reflection on using books in an exhibition. Professors Cormack and Mazzio were intensely engaged in exploring the conceptual implications of design and production. Kerri Sancomb, Exhibition Specialist, proposed imaginative and effective solutions to the physical realities of the exhibition space. As a result of these varied perspectives, *Book Use, Book Theory* serves as a model for how producing, as well as viewing, library exhibitions can contribute to learning about and through books.

— Alice Schreyer
Director
Special Collections Research Center
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**Introduction**

*Use, Misuse and the Making of Book Theory: 1500–1700*

From Whitney, *Choice of Emblemes*

**The Concept of Book Use** is integral to the history of reading in early modern Europe and to the theory of the book itself. In his 1586 *Choice of Emblems*, Geoffrey Whitney includes a striking emblem that distinguishes between using books and merely reading them.¹ The motto, "Usus libri, non lectio prudentes facit" ("Using a book, not reading it, makes us wise"), is printed above an illustration of two figures, one at a lectern leaning over a large folio volume, his hand touching the book’s right-hand page, the other standing slightly apart from the scene of reading. The accompanying poem expands on the motto by reflecting on the benefits of use, and on the difference between what it means to "peruse" and "use" a book:

The volumes great, who so doth still peruse,  
And dailie turns, and gazeth on the same,  
If that the fruicte thereof, he do not vse,
He reapes but toile, and never gaineth fame:
Firste reade, then marke, then practise that is good,
For without use, we drinke but LETHE flood.

Of practise longe, experience doth proccede;
And wisedome then, doth euermore ensue;
Then printe in minde, what wee in printe do reade,
Els loose wee time, and booke in vaine do vewe:
Wee maie not haste, our talent to bestowe,
Nor hide it vp, whereby no good shall growe.

At first glance, Whitney’s account of reading books and using books seems to follow the familiar distinction between theoretical knowledge and practical knowledge: reading is valuable only if its “fruits” are put to use. This ideal resonates with the civic humanist emphasis on the importance of doing, rather than simply knowing, of using book knowledge to produce “a responsible, moral and active member of the civic community.”\(^2\)

But Whitney’s distinction is more radical, since without use his reader is left without any knowledge at all and only with “toile.” Use, in other words, is positioned as the foundation of practice and experience, but also, more surprisingly, of memory and knowledge itself. Although reading for Whitney means rereading, a laborious process in which one “dailie turnes, and gazeth on the same,” reading by itself is so far from leading to wisdom as to be ineffectual even for remembering the words on the page: “For without vse, we drinke but LETHE flood.” The typographic amplification of Lethe, the mythic river of forgetfulness, at once commands the reader’s attention and highlights the danger of oblivion that follows from merely gazing on words. In contrast, book use involves not just the practical application of printed words in the world but also their internalization as “printe” in “minde.” In this vividly material process, remembering is a mental copying aligned with mechanical reproduction, so that reading-as-use essentially reprints the book, but this time in a form useful to a single individual.

Use simultaneously relocates the book to the intimate, private space of an individual’s mind and makes an otherwise hidden knowledge public, thereby embedding the reader in the social realm. It is therefore significant that Whitney’s illustration of book use features not a
solitary reader but two figures, and that both are standing rather than sitting, a posture that identifies the scene of reading with action. Together, the figures can be seen to represent the ideal textual community that the poem emphasizes in its shift from a reading “he” to a using “we.” Indeed, rather than seeing the figures as personifications, respectively, of reading and use, theory and practice, we can instead understand them as representing the dual nature of book use emphasized by Whitney: the figure on the left stands ready to put knowledge to use, while his double at the lectern, who engages the book with eye and hand, transforms reading itself into a kind of doing or acting. In the same way, Whitney’s poem splits book use into two kinds of practice, one textual and one worldly, positioning them both against mere reading: “Firste reade, then marke, then practise that is good.”

According to this dictum, to use a book is to experience it in time. In fact, the three-part engagement with the book that Whitney recommends mirrors the tripartite temporality of prudence, which the emblem’s motto identifies as the virtue to be gained by using books well. Prudence, as a form of practical wisdom, was traditionally understood to look to past, present and future, by combining memory, intelligence and foresight. Most simply, the trajectory in Whitney of reading, marking and practicing relates to prudence because it bridges the book’s past, the reading present and a future practice beyond the book. Understood in terms of prudence, the three stages of book use become inextricably linked and philosophically charged. First, we can note that Whitney recuperates reading by placing it in time: in contrast to a reading that, unmoored from use, results in the loss of memory, active engagement secures memory because it brings words from the past into the present and so allows the reader not to “loose . . . time.” Marking a book, similarly, is both a memory technique (underscoring material on the page helps to impress it in the mind) and a material practice that registers reading as always belonging to the present, the moment of putting pen to printed page. Equally, of course, marking something as memorable is a way for a reader to note something useful for the future, in a domain of practice beyond the book.
The poem thus unfolds the philosophical stakes of book use: the virtue of a book, its force for "good," depends on the reader's awareness that books, far from being historically fixed, are part of an ongoing historical process in which readers are central agents. Readers make book knowledge valuable when they identify it as memorable, as something worthy remembering. Whitney thus places the reader at the center of a cultural process of book use that secures the continuity of knowledge. His reformed reader is a cultural hero. It is telling, then, that the emblem offers "fame" as the reward for using books well. Certainly, this fame arises from the user's translating books into action, words into deeds. But fame in this period was also quintessentially textual, the traditional reward promised the poet or author, the creator of the text. Reconfiguring textual authority in light of use, Whitney instead offers fame to the book's consumer, the reader whose use makes the book memorable by making it his or her own and so producing it anew.

Because Whitney's emblem empties both reading and writing of their traditional authority in order to redefine their value in relationship to use, it is a helpful starting point for this study, which historicizes books as objects of use. The idea of book use helps make visible the set of material, social and institutional relations in which books are embedded and also help constitute. In the early modern period with which we are concerned, printed books were primarily understood as instrumental, directing their readers and users, within particular fields of practice or knowledge, toward some more or less practical end. Where books such as romances were criticized, it was nearly always in terms of their lack of practical utility. "Useful" books taught people to do things, to acquire skills and move up in the world, to be a particular kind of person or a better person. Others transmitted knowledge central to the construction of disciplinary fields and professional prestige. And of course books of all kinds, including romances, taught people how to think or think in new ways. In the early years of print, this latter goal often involved teaching readers how to engage with the book itself as a set of possibly unfamiliar forms. Indeed, if books were instrumental, they were very
explicitly also instruments, intricate tools that needed to be used in order to become useful.

*Book Use, Book Theory: 1500–1700* focuses on the relationship between a book's social functions and the textual and technical aspects that made the material book and its contents usable and knowable. Drawing on professional texts in the disciplines of law and medicine, on literary, religious and scientific texts, and on how-to manuals for practices such as cooking, measuring, praying and traveling, we explore how early books enabled thinking by inviting a wide range of uses, by asking readers to move within them in particular ways, to write in them, manipulate them, apply them in worlds beyond the book. If genres such as the how-to book encouraged forms of thinking inseparable from practice, paper technologies such as foldouts and volvelles (movable wheels useful for various calculations) made the page itself into a site of scientific practice. Understanding the early book as a practical tool makes it possible, that is, to see its many material forms in terms of the knowledge systems that both shaped and were shaped by them.

To use a book is to engage with it as a set of forms and as a condition of thought; in this sense, the history of book use and the history of theoretical speculation are entwined. Indeed, when authors or printers deployed textual forms to make books more navigable or useful, they often reflected upon those technologies to emphasize the book's relation to specific fields of knowledge and specific forms of thinking. Textual theory, this catalog argues, emerged through such reflections on the potential for books to be useful, usable and used.

**Material Effects: Book and Body**

The early modern book could be used in very simple ways: as paperweight, a press for flowers, or a secret or convenient container; the owner of one book printed in 1503 hollowed out a space in the binding for holding spectacles. And books functioned then as now as objects of exchange whose value as such did not necessarily depend on their content, but rather on their status precisely as prize or gift.
or memento. Such uses magnify the book's materiality. That said, the book's physical dimensions were equally central to those forms of use in which content mattered a great deal. Historians of the book have long given priority to the fact that books are objects, and that their material forms are integral to their meaning and to the reading practices that help constitute that meaning. In contrast to a potentially abstract or disembodied notion of reading, then, using a book always suggests a physical engagement with it: as a volume to be held or leaned over, as paper to write on, or indeed as a paper technology for producing meaning. Thinking through books means thinking in and around them.

It is, of course, quite possible to read without paying attention to the artifactual nature of the book, and even to imagine the reading process as antithetical to the material. In his 1588 account of his meeting with the American Algonquians, Thomas Hariot in fact encourages, as against a sensuous and material use of the book, an abstracted form of reading that leaves the book (and the body) behind:

Manie times and in euery towne where I came . . . I made declaration of the contentes of the Bible; that therein was set forth the true and onelie GOD, and his mightie workes, that therein was contayned the true doctrine of saluation through Christ, with manie particularities of Miracles and chiefè poynetes of religion, as I was able then to ytter, and thought fitte for the time. And although I told them the booke materially & of itself was not of anie such vertue, as I thought they did conceiue, but onely the doctrine therein contained; yet would many be glad to touch it, to embrace it, to kisse it, to hold it to their brests and heades, and stroke ouer all their bodie with it; to shewe their hungrie desire of that knowledge which was spoken of.8

Hariot distinguishes here between the physical book, "the booke materially & of itself," and the contents of the book, aligning these with inappropriate and appropriate forms of use. He describes the indigenous Americans in terms of the intra-European religious conflict between Protestant and Catholic;9 here Hariot's Protestantism draws him away from Catholic idolatry and toward Protestant scripturalism, which is to say, away from the book as object and toward the book as a dematerialized medium. In this respect, it is striking that
the name Hariot gives to the textual content he values is the conspicuously abstracted “doctrine,” as opposed to a term like “the Word,” which might have hinted at a residual materiality.\textsuperscript{10}

And yet Hariot’s own account also unsettles any clear separation of the book’s subject from its object form. Hariot’s insistence that God and the doctrine of salvation are “set forth” “therein” implies material form and dimension; the force of his evangelism depends on the book as a prop and a locus of his authority, as one instance of the “advanced technology” through which, in Stephen Greenblatt’s formulation, colonial power made its “impression. . . upon a ‘backward’ people.”\textsuperscript{11} For their part, the Algonquians’ extraordinary emphasis on the book as a love object, something to be touched, embraced, kissed, held and stroked, expresses a relationship precisely to the book’s subject matter, namely “that knowledge which was spoken of.” If Hariot’s disavowal of the book as object falls short of fully separating matter and meaning, this is partly because the Algonquian response he records is on a continuum not only with Catholic practice but also with the Protestant insistence on a personal relationship to the Bible. In Mary Rowlandson’s 1682 account of her captivity, this is a materially imagined relationship: turning to her Bible for both spiritual and physical comfort, she calls it “my guid by day, and my Pillow by night.”\textsuperscript{12} For Rowlandson, as for the Algonquians, the book is metonymic for its own contents, so that using it by touching it (or being touched by it) can even constitute a kind of reading.

The book emerges here as a material object, subject to use. Like Whitney’s emblem, Hariot’s narrative is useful to book history because it suggests the limits of idealizing the text. It also unsettles the logic through which an investment in the material book is understood as mere disavowal of content, easily equated with idolatry or fetishism. As Ann Rosalind Jones and Peter Stallybrass point out in relation to the fetish, “What was demonized in the concept of the fetish was the possibility that history, memory, and desire might be materialized in objects that are touched and loved and worn.”\textsuperscript{13} Books too are such objects. In his 1522 colloquy “The Godly Feast,” the humanist
works to “distract the minde, and defraud the store-house of memory.” In contrast, Read continues, his own “small volume”:

presenting all the partes of the body of man by continuation to the eie, impresseth the Figures firmly in the mind, and being portable may be carried without trouble, to the places appointed for dissection: where the collation of the Figures, with the Descriptions, cannot but affoord great contentment to the mind. The Printer therefore of the former great volume, hath published this small Manuell, hoping it will proue profitable and delightfull to such as are not able to buy, or haue no time to peruse the other.17

The passage at once advertises and theorizes the book. As one among many marketing strategies, for example, size allows the book literally to enter the scene of professional practice. But Read further claims that his book’s size and layout facilitate the process of knowledge acquisition itself, since the reorganization of an otherwise distracting combination of text and image improves the reader’s concentration.18 In Read’s terms, the book’s contents are brought into alignment with the scale and organization of the human “store-house of memory.”

Alexander Read, Somatographia Anthropine (1616, from 1634 ed.)
This process of internalization or intellectual “contentment,” then, is a second way in which the book becomes portable—in the individual practitioner’s mind. Read’s reflection on the format of his book as a useful vehicle for thought and practice constitutes a theory both of his book and of the book.

Despite Read’s emphasis on the autonomy of his book, its format in fact also works to unsettle that autonomy, as for example in its systematic crossreferencing of Crooke’s volume. So it is interesting that the figure illustrated here, both anatomical subject and a potential reader of the index to his body, directs his gaze in two places at once. Even as he seems, in stretching his neck, to look at Read’s own subject heading, “Of the Rack-bones of the Neck,” his eye also falls on the page number in Crooke’s volume to which the reader is directed: “See the History of this in the Booke at large, Fol. 974.” If Read theorizes his book as a substitute for Crooke’s, the system of cross-referencing also points to the interdependence of the books and the situations of use they enable. The cross-referencing in effect transforms Read’s practical book into an index and advertisement for Crooke’s more elaborate volume.

Read’s book is typical in promoting its utility in terms of specific textual forms, and in so doing imagining the social significance of its use. Crooke himself makes a similar point in his medical textbook, both when he advertises anatomy as the most useful “among all the parts of our Art,” and when he distinguishes his book from his Latin sources, precisely by foregrounding how he has made his book more usable: “The Method I haue altered throughout, transported the Tables as seemed best vnto me, reused and made choise of the quotations ... and interposed them in their owne places. I also added Praefaces to every booke conteining the argument and purport thereof.” Even Crooke’s use of English can be thought of as a textual strategy: writing in Latin, he says, would have been easier for him, but “it had bin most ydle, my purpose being to better them who do not so wel vnderstand that language.” English, in other words, makes his anatomical compendium useful to his country and his profession. What deserves emphasis here is how both Crooke and Read amplify
the utility of their textual forms in order to advance the theoretical significance of those forms for both textual and professional practice. In the early modern period, when the professions were still in formation, such claims to utility had a particular theoretical import since the category of usefulness was so important for defining the contours of the developing professions.21

Use and Its Discontents: Abridgment, Index, Illustration

Although a book's value was in part defined by its ability to make knowledge accessible and usable, the very technologies that accomplished this could be seen, in other terms, to oversimplify the learning process and so undermine the book's use-value. Read imagines his small book as a useful substitute for Crooke, available, as he says, to those who have neither the money to buy nor the “time to peruse the other.” As a substitute unmoored from its source, however, his abridgment could be more an impediment than an aid to learning. Indeed, early print genres such as the abridgment, epitome or printed commonplace book, whose purpose was to facilitate a reader's access to information, were in general a site of intense concern for those who felt they compromised the integrity of knowledge or professional practice. In his 1570 Scholemaster, the humanist Roger Ascham complained in these terms about printed commonplace books, which offered the reader predigested textual material organized under set categories and thus could substitute for the interpretive reading process itself. Although such books are useful, he says, for bringing thoughts into order and thereby helping a student “not [to] wander in studie,” they become dangerous when treated as the foundation of knowledge:

But to dwell in Epitomes and bookes of common places, and not to binde himselfe dailie by orderlie studie, to reade with all diligence ... maketh so many seeming ... ministers as we haue.22

For Ascham, the selection or synopsis is valuable, then, as a model for the reader's own active textual engagement. Writing in 1604 about the law, Sir Edward Coke similarly makes the reader's active engage-
ment with an unwieldy and difficult text paramount. Abridgments for Coke threaten the acquisition of real knowledge if used as anything more than a memory aid:

This I know, that abridgements in many professions have greatly profited the Authors themselves; but as they are used have brought no small prejudice to others. For the aduised and orderly reading ower of the Bookes at large . . . I absolutely determine to be the right way to enduring and perfect knowledge, and to use abridgements as tables, and to trust onely to the Bookes at large . . . . And certaine it is that the tumultuarie reading of Abridgements, doth cause a confused judgement, and a broken and troubled kind of deliuerie or vterance.23

If overused, the very tool intended to organize difficult material becomes an obstacle to methodical thinking. Notable here is how the abridgment transforms reading itself from an “aduised and orderly” practice into a “tumultuarie” or undisciplined one that compromises professional practice and performance. In accounts like Coke’s or Ascham’s, textual shortcuts or cribs are dangerous, because they can only simulate the internal cognitive processes toward which writing and reading should be oriented. In Francis Bacon’s formulation, “one Man’s Notes will little profit another, because one man’s Conceit doth so much differ from another’s.”24

Epitomes and abridgments came into being as a response to the phenomenon of print itself. Emphasizing the destabilizing effects of the early modern press, Ann Blair has cataloged how authors, printers and readers responded to a disorienting “information overload” and unwieldy “over-abundance of books” by producing reference works like dictionaries and concordances and by refining navigational tools within the book such as the index, preface or table of contents.25 As Neil Rhodes and Jonathan Sawday note, even the spatial arrangement of the printed page, “with its system of sections and subsections, footnotes, marginal notes and paragraph divisions,” constituted an early information technology: “different typefaces might denote hierarchies of information; graphics and illustrations, sometimes (in the case of medical works) deploying the new device of a keying mechanism to relate word and image, complemented what was to be found in the text.”26
All such print strategies promote the book’s utility, in the sense sometimes of actually making the book easier to use and, sometimes, in the sense only of advertising the book’s utility. A feature such as the index, for example, promises to make a work navigable by framing it, by identifying its categories, by digesting and ordering its details. Thus Stephen Orgel points out that for encyclopedic texts like Piero Valeriano’s 1556 *Hieroglyphica* or Philemon Holland’s 1601 translation of Pliny’s natural history, the “inclusion of a very elaborate and genuinely usable index” was central both to the value of the books and, in the case of Holland, to its all-important “claim to compendiousness.” That said, as Orgel also notes, early modern indexes can be conspicuously erratic, as for example the seven-page index that accompanied the second edition of Robert Burton’s *Anatomy of Melancholy* and all early editions thereafter: “characteristic entries under A include ‘All are melancholy’ and ‘All beautiful parts attractive in love’; under B, ‘Best site of an house’ and ‘Black eyes best.’ Though bugloss wine is said in the text to be effective in curing leprosy, neither bugloss nor leprosy is indexed.”

At issue here is the nature of the index as a technology of selection. Even when an index seems to be neutral, by its nature it is interpretive since it guides cognition by emphasizing certain categories and eliding others and indeed by implicitly defining what constitutes a category. So it is telling that, although Burton’s index is conspicuously incomplete, its entries can be read, too, as excessively scrupulous, as though engendered by a fantasy of comprehensiveness, according to which “all” is no less significant than “melancholy,” nor the adjectives “black” and “best” less so than “eyes.” This leveling out may be in part a function of alphabetization, a principle of indexical arrangement that became the norm only in this period. In contrast to indexes that order material according to preordained and “natural” schemes, the alphabetic index is arbitrary and as such neither determines a hierarchy of meaning nor provides conceptual criteria for its own subject headings. The effect of this kind of index in disrupting categorical thinking is nowhere more apparent in Burton’s index than under *H* and *W*, where the alphabet has allowed the indexer to include “how often tis fit to eat in a day”; “how men fall in love”;
“What physicke fit in loue mel[ancholy]; “Who are most apt to be jealous”; “Why fooles beget wise children, wisemen fooles.” These entries render the apparently dominant category (love, fools, jealousy) contingent. At the same time, they are strikingly continuous with the function and idea of the index, since they isolate as categories the words (or topics) that underwrite the idea of orientation itself: how, who, what, why. The irregularities of Burton’s index can, certainly, be attributed to the fact that indexical technology was not yet standardized. But it is important to stress also how well, in fact, this index “points to” its book, by mirroring the priority given to the particular by Burton. Treating melancholy, a topic that defies categorization, and for that reason deploying infinite particulars and digressions and intermingling genres, Burton’s book exults in its own irreducible particularities and contingencies. Exactly by upsetting what might constitute a relevant particular, the index underlines how in Burton’s text as a whole, as Richard Strier puts it, “particulars matter” and ground thought.29

Burton’s index is suggestive for book history in a number of ways: it reminds us that technologies of navigation were not always useful and indeed that the illusion of navigability alone might make the book commercially attractive. More interestingly, it is precisely the apparent failure of Burton’s index to deliver, to be useful, that makes it visible as an essential part of the process of producing meaning. A technology that works, that orients cognition in a way that proves consistently useful, comes of course to look familiar or natural and so not like a technology at all.30 Indeed, the most significant dimension of Burton’s index is the underlying idea that a book like his, this “rhapsody of rags gathered from several dunghills, excrements of authors, toys and fopperies confusedly tumbled out,” could be effectively indexed at all. We would not today think naturally of indexing a novel, unless of course it was a postmodern one; and the point of that index would be precisely to reflect on the index as a medium-specific technology for generating meaning.

Thomas Corns, in fact, points to an innovative indexical feature in an early book that is strikingly self-reflexive in confronting the limits of the print medium. The index he has in mind is the illustrated
title page to Thomas Coryate’s 1611 Coryats Crudities, a page, he says, that helps constitute the book as an early version of hypertext. Using letters of the alphabet to direct the reader from its various illustrated scenes to one of thirteen explanatory epigrams and then into Coryate’s narrative itself, the indexical page effectively maps out the book. Even as it points the reader forward, however, it points to the “limitations of flat texts and the serial transmission of information, offering instead other avenues of access, more spatial ways of thinking and of reading, and of relating one level of discourse to other levels.”

Coryate’s page takes to an extreme the potential for illustrations more generally to reflect upon textual content, often by disrupting a purely sequential engagement with the book. Like an index at a book’s beginning or end, and like prefaces that framed authorized texts (frequently by hyperbolizing their use value), pictorial illustrations stand both outside the text and in conspicuous relation to it. Illustrations were useful in a number of ways. In scientific books like William Cowper’s Anatomy of Humane Bodies (cat. 8) or Robert Hooke’s Micrographia (cat. 10), as in manuals for craftsmen like Albrecht Dürer’s Art of Measurement (cat. 1), pictures often provided crucial visual data that text alone could not represent. By depicting prior or idealized scenes of practice (at the microscope, for example, or the dissecting table), such images could function, furthermore, as a substitute for practice: the reader’s movement back and forth between picture and text as mutually informing technologies of representation remade scientific practice as textual practice. A book like Johan Remmelin’s multilayered flap anatomy (cat. 62) makes this relationship unusually explicit, since it requires the reader not only to relate the textual index of body parts to the anatomical diagram on the opposite page, but also to unfold the body, paper layer by paper layer, in a process of discovery that mimics dissection. The practical utility of anatomical illustration is differently theorized in a plate from William Cowper’s Anatomy, whose massive pages are large enough to allow for actual-scale representation of particular body parts. The plate, shown here and on page 47, represents a dissected arm emerging from a folio volume much like Cowper’s own. The image self-consciously confluence book use and anatomical dissection, by
merging paper and body, the materials that subtend the practices. The image is an illustration about illustration. It is the book looking back at itself, theorizing itself from the perspective of practices both inside and outside the book. It is no surprise that the image plays too on the notion of the index, with the second finger of the dead hand pointing both to the “table” for dissection and to the pages of the book that lie beneath its touch.

Like the other technologies we have been exploring, however, the function of pictorial illustrations was not always transparent. Reflecting on early illustrations that seem “illogical, inappropriate, or simply wrong,” Stephen Orgel points out that when images fail to convey useful information, they can often be seen to be about the book itself, “part of the rhetoric of the book” as a particular kind of material object. The point of the abundantly and even excessively illustrated Nuremberg Chronicle, with the same woodblocks used to represent different cities and personages was, he suggests, to show “that typography can produce books that are as lavishly illustrated as the most beautiful manuscripts.” Rather than supplementing subject matter, in other words, such images illustrate the book’s status as a technology and aesthetic. That said, apparently dysfunctional images sometimes did have a profound relation to subject matter. The woodcut illustrations that accompany the narratives of English Protestant martyrdom in John Foxe’s Acts and Monuments (cat. 32) are glossed with the name of the martyr and the date and place of death; they thus seem to mirror the book’s insistent identification and valorization of the particular person and life. It thus seems disconcerting that several of the woodcuts are used multiple times, and that they come as generic images to eclipse the particularity they seem to instantiate. This feature reminds us that woodblocks cost money and that early modern illustrations were as likely to be symbolic in function as representational. Nonetheless, the application of the same image to different lives and circumstances also seems unusually appropriate to Foxe’s agenda. For the book operates according to a logic of repetition and accumulation, by marshaling particulars in the service of a
general national history and by translating the particular martyr's life into a general, repeated and repeatable pattern.33

An image, finally, could be dysfunctional in the broader sense of upsetting the field of knowledge it was intended to illuminate, of deforming thought. In the context of early empirical science, illustrations could seem most useful for bringing newly observed phenomena, in all their particularity, into view. With respect to natural science, however, Sachiko Kusukawa points out that early illustrations were sometimes treated with suspicion not because they were too little grounded in the empirical but rather because they were too much so: "pictures of natural objects" were seen to be dangerous because they were "portrayals of singular objects, representing all their accidental qualities, but not their substantial forms or essences."34 In the realm of anatomy, the "variability of the human body" created a problem for illustrative efficacy, because of the gap between particular bodies and the need to present a model or representative body. This was a problem, of course, only if the book was imagined as an object that could substitute for, rather than supplement, practice. Jacques Dubois (Jacobus Sylvius), one of whose medical books is included in this catalog (cat. 24), "used diagrams and illustrations in his lectures," but "doubted they were much use for discovery," since "anatomy had to be practiced by one's own hands as well as eyes, not by merely looking at the body superficially, which is how pictures express the body."35

Useful Contingencies: Tabulating the Particular

As Kusukawa suggests, the problem of making book forms useful was essentially a problem of particulars. Early modern charts and diagrams of textual content helped organize knowledge into a condensed and memorable spatial form. While such charts are tools rather than substitutes, they nonetheless shape the cognitive process of "placing" particulars and generalizing from them. The tension between a diagram's pedagogical usefulness and its epistemological implications was at the heart of the controversy about the tree diagram that through the influence of Pierre de la Ramée (Petrus Ramus) became immensely
popular in a wide range of early modern European texts and genres. Ramus was a philosopher whose importance lay in his pedagogical innovations, which gave priority to the practical utility of knowledge. The synoptic chart was at the center of Ramus's project to make knowledge accessible in the classroom and useful outside it, since its arrangement of complex ideas made them less confusing, easier to remember and hence easier to deploy. The more substantial claim for the table was that it gave visual form to an epistemological method equally applicable, so Ramus claimed, to all disciplinary spheres: method was a disposition of things according to their place in a logical and hierarchical “order of knowledge,” so that the dichotomous table's arrangement enabled discovery as the student progressed (left to right) from whole to part, general to specific, antecedent to consequent, known to unknown. Unsurprisingly, critics attacked Ramus’s method and spatial divisions as a simplistic model of thought, a reductive substitute for the genuinely rigorous engagement with the generals and particulars that constitute knowledge.

The fold-out Ramist chart that John Dee includes in the 1570 English translation of Euclid's Elements (see p. 20) is interesting, however, for the way in which it at once consolidates information and resists the reification that critics feared. As a guide to Dee’s elaborate and often unwieldy “Mathematicall Praeface,” it extracts and orders the multiple quantitative practices that the preface explores. The spatial economy of the table seduces with the implication of an internal and necessary order among the practices listed, a comprehensive order of use to which Euclid's book itself (which finds its own place in Dee's hierarchy) is subordinated. Dee's table is powerfully oriented to use, in the sense of making his own preface navigable but also in the sense of directing mathematics to practice. So it is notable both that the contemplative (“Principall”) branches of mathematics issue at top right in “Use” and that the applied (“Deriuatiue”) branches of mathematics issue in a panoply of social practices. The curiously bewildering neologisms that Dee uses to name these practices stand in tension with the clarity that the chart seems to offer. This is a useful tension, because it unsettles those readers who might use the chart only to
Here haue you (according to my promise) the Groundplat of my MATHEMATICALL Praface: annexed to Euclide (now first) published in our English tongue. An. 1570. Febr. 3.

Arithmetike.

Simple, which deal with Number only, and demonstrate all their properties and applications. Which of all, is industriest.

Mist, which deal with Computation, demonstrate some Arithmeticall Conceptions.

Principall, which are, only.

Geometry.

Simple, which deal with Magnitudes, study and demonstrate all their properties, figures, and apperements. Which, first, is industriest.

Mist, which deal with Geometrical Conceptions, some Comonall propositions.

The vse whereof is

EV CL IDES E L E M E N T E S.

Arithmetike, Analogous with which confederate.

Arithmetike of most visibal whole Numbers: And of Frations to them appertaining.

Arithmetike of Proportions.

Arithmetike in Angles.

Arithmetike of Radical Numbers: Simple, Compound, Mist: And of their Frations. Arithmetike of Complex Numbers: with their Frations: And the great Art of Algeber.

The names of the Principals: of which, some.

As hand:—

All Lengths.

All Planes: As, Land, Bord, Glaife, &c.

All Solids: As, Timber, Stone, Yelands, &c.

Meccometrie.

Embadometrie.

Sterometrie.

The vse whereof is

Epitome of all Knowledge.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.

How high or deep, from the level of the Minifure, anything is, or in the head of a Sea, on Land or Water called Hyliometrie.

Of which are grown the Fates as of the Wese of these.

How farre from the Merid., any thing is; of how farre an Land or Water called Apomeometrie.

How broad, a thing is, which is in the Minifure: to be known on Land or Water called Platiometrie.
discover what they already know and chiefly because it locates the chart's value in the possibility of an ongoing taxonomic invention. If "Architecture" and "Navigation" and "Perspective" seem familiar as applied mathematical practices, it is not so clear why "Zographie," which "demonstrateth and teacheth, how, the Intersection of all vis-
all Pyramids . . . may be by lines and proper colours represented," deserves a place on the chart in the same degree. The table, in other words, is less stable than it appears, and that is the point. The entry at the bottom of the table under "Archemastrie" is striking in this regard, not least because it is nearly impossible to determine what Dee is saying:

Archemastrie, Which teacheth to bring to actuall experience sensible all worthy conclusions, by all the Artes Mathematicall purposed, and by true Naturall philosophie concluded: And both addeth to them a farder Scope, in the terms of the same Artes: and also, by his proper Method, and in peculiar termes, procedeth, with helpe of the forsayd Artes, to the performance of complete Experiences: which, of no particular Arte are hable (Formally) to be challenged.

If Archemastrie (as the ultimate mastery of applied knowledge) is an endpoint for a table oriented toward use, it is also a taxonomic starting point, since it privileges experience, and especially those experiential engagements that escape the tabular scheme because they are in excess of known and "particular Artes." As a model of thought, Dee's Ramist diagram finds a way to accommodate the radical particularity of experience. This is no surprise, since Ramus himself (like Whitney) was so concerned to convert reading into using: understood as a pedagogical tool, his diagrams promised to find room at their edges for the evidence that students might "discover . . . in their own experience" and bring into the domain of authority.39

In a different domain, Abraham Fraunce similarly deployed Ramist technology to negotiate the radical particularity of case-by-case thinking in English law. In his 1588 Lawiers Logike (cat. 26), Fraunce argued that the law should be taught and written more systematically by demonstrating that the written case reports through which the common law was transmitted were already logical. One of the Ramist charts that Fraunce includes in his book digests a single
law case by diagramming the logical relation among the case particulars, thereby translating narrative into a visual scheme or “plot.” The common lawyers resisted Fraunce’s project, as they resisted other attempts explicitly to rationalize the law; the assumption underlying their position was that the law could be taught only as the student’s grappling, case by case, with the particulars of legal history that lay (in Fraunce’s words) “in volumes confusedly scattered and utterly vndigested.” But Fraunce’s rational charts are interesting precisely as an attempt to theorize the case as a genre not of unassimilated particulars, but as particulars already in relation to the general. Indeed, he positions Ramist divisions in opposition to textual forms such as the “vast heapes of scattered discourses, thown into euery corner of our yeare booke,” condemning those who “preferreth the loathsome tossing of an A. B. C. abridgment, before the lightsome perusing of a Methodical coherence of the whole common lawe.” Like Dee, Fraunce is concerned to find, in a regularized order, space for the radically particular.

Importantly, Dee’s and Fraunce’s charts manage particulars in order both to generalize from cultural practices and to imagine those diverse practices as systematic and coherent. Indeed, it is not surprising that they belong to a moment in which disciplinary fields and professions were still in formation. As tools designed to make their respective books more usable, they effectively theorize fields of professional practice (both social and textual) that are not yet fully in place. This is to emphasize the power of format: even when a table seems merely to organize content, it may be making visible something that would other–wise remain submerged. As models for organizing particulars and orienting them toward use, these textual forms anticipate cultural formations.

**The Uses of Pleasure**

The books featured in *Book Use, Book Theory* are concerned with their own utility, their capacity to instruct. Oriented as they are to language acquisition, practical tasks, social advancement, these are books that
might seem removed from the pleasures of reading. But pleasure is integral to how they engage their readers. To return to a book discussed above, it is notable that Alexander Read describes his compilation of anatomical tables and diagrams as a “Manuell” that he hopes “will proove profitable and delightfull” to his readers. The pairing of the two goals was of course traditional, a version of the Horatian dictum that texts should both “delight and instruct.” But beyond the pedagogical or marketing strategy of enticing students and readers to difficult material, this relationship between utility and pleasure can be understood to inform the basic process of textual engagement. We might recall that Read defines his book as effective because it is particularly well fitted to body and mind, so organized as to ease the visual processing of information. His book, he says, “cannot but affoord great contentment to the mind” (emphasis added), a formulation that brings together the reader’s internalization of textual content and the reader’s pleasure. Adrian Johns has emphasized the place of the body and its senses in the process of absorbing information, since early readers “perceived letters on a page through the mediation of their bodies; the passions were the emotional, physiological, and moral responses of the human body to its surroundings, and thus played an unavoidable part in the reading process.” Following Johns, we might say that pleasure is part of what he calls the “physiology of reading.”

Exemplary here is the pleasure of the how-to book, a genre closely associated with print culture since it was print that made the instructional manual accessible to such a wide range of specialized and non-specialized readers (see Part III). Among others, Elizabeth Eisenstein has emphasized the veritable “flood of treatises” aimed at “would-be autodidacts”:

Even a superficial observer of sixteenth-century literature cannot fail to be impressed by the “avalanche” of treatises which were issued to explain, by a variety of “easy steps,” (often supplemented by sharp-edged diagrams) just “how to” draw a picture, compose a madrigal, mix paints, bake clay, keep accounts, survey a field, handle all manner of tools and instruments, work mines, assay metals, move armies or obelisks, design buildings, bridges and machines.
Books of instruction promised to involve readers in the production of their meaning, something that seems integral to the specific pleasure that these books offered, that of taking knowledge, literally and figuratively, into one’s own hands, of internalizing and embodying the author’s expertise and the expert’s authority. Natasha Glaisyer and Sara Pennell point out that early instructional literature often transmitted their knowledge through “dialogue and question and answer formats,” which functioned as “a textual approximation of . . . a conversation between the ‘expert’ and the reader.” It is also possible to see such formats in terms of the imaginative pleasures they encouraged by allowing the reader to play both parts, to participate in the making of knowledge by already inhabiting, inside the text, the position of expertise toward which he or she was moving. Courtesy books and other how-tos for social advancement call conspicuous attention to the profit and pleasure of performance.

The reader’s pleasure could, of course, destabilize the instruction it was intended to enable. The author of Aristotle’s Master-piece, an early midwifery guide (cat. 71), worries that the book might in the “Hands of any Obscene or Wanton Person” be turned to pornographic use. Similarly, in his medical guide, Helkiah Crooke is concerned that the illustrated anatomical “Figures” will be seen to be “obscene as Aretines,” an anxiety that Crooke offsets with a proliferation of Latin authorities: “A shameless accusation; for they are no other then those in Vessalius, Plantinus, Platerus, Laurentius, Valverdus, Bauhinus, and the rest.” Of course, such warnings could function as an invitation, a guide to the book’s own abuse. The fear about “reader response” speaks to the lack of generic distinction between scientific illustration and the pornographic images with which the poet Aretino was associated.

In broader terms, the anxiety around pleasure, and the power of a single reader to undermine a book’s authority by turning it to unsanctioned use, was the logical consequence of the fact that early modern reading was so often appropriative. Even the pleasure taken in literature was often a pleasure of appropriation and use. As Randall
Ingram notes, for example, "a volume's signs of aesthetic quality can enhance its practical utility and ... a volume's signs of practical utility enhance its aesthetic quality." Questioning the distinction between "books for practical use and books for aesthetic appreciation," he points to the well-known practice of commonplacing, through which a reader mined a text for expressions to be used later on his or her own terms. Working with a copy of John Donne's 1633 Poems in which an early reader has added an extraordinary index of useful categories, Ingram writes that the book's owner "seems much less concerned with how Donne might express his own subjectivity than with how these 'expressions' might be taken from Donne's book and used in some other personalized context." When an "aesthetic" text becomes useful in this way, a how-to for self-expression, readers become primary in the process of converting one kind of authority, the author's or the text's, into another, their own. As Richard Helgerson has noted, "Intended to represent the power of the authorial self, print ends by empowering the consumers of that representation. Print makes readers kings."

The pleasure readers took specifically in literature was seen as dangerous for producing uncontrollable social agents. Vernacular romances, which printers made widely available for a burgeoning book market, were consistently attacked, for example, for fostering idleness, licentiousness and dangerous flights of imagination. Such books were understood to be particularly dangerous for women, a point that the Protestant reformer Heinrich Bullinger makes in his book on Christian matrimony:

let them avoyde idlenes, be occupyed ether doing some profytable thynge for youre familie, or els redynge some godly boke, let them not reade bokes of fables of fonde & lyght loue ... Bokes of Robyn hode, Beves of Hampton, Troilus, & such lyke fables do but kyndle in lyers lyke lyes and wanton loue, which ought not in yought [youth] with theyr fyrst spettle [spittle] to be dronke in, lest they euer remayne in them.

Similarly, the Spanish humanist Juan Luis Vives catalogs romances from Spain, France, Flanders and England as "vngracious bokes" written by "idell menne." He warns that such texts, and all such books that women read "to kepe them self in the thoughtes of loue"
can only lead to vice; as books they threaten chastity by invading the body through eye and ear: “It were better for them nat only to haue no lernynge at all, but also to lese theyr eies, that they shulde nat rede: and theyr eares, that they shulde nat here.” For Vives, to “haue pleasure in these bokes” is a form of “madness.” This pleasure is so far from valuable that Vives imagines the practical uses of such books only in terms of a mock how-to book, a book for bawds: “Also there is no wytte in them, but a fewe wordes of wanton luste . . . . And if they be redde but for this, the best were to make bokes of baudes craftes: for in other thynges, what craft can be hadde of suche a maker, that is ignorant of all good craftes?”

Even fictions taught within a sanctioned institutional context caused anxiety around questions of pleasure and use. The humanists placed classical literature at the center of the grammar school curriculum, so that boys learned Latin by reading, for example, the comedies of Terence (cat. 11-14), and mastered eloquence through the poetry of Horace and Ovid. Richard Halpern has pointed out that humanist educators who turned to poetry and plays to teach language use and good style were deeply concerned about the content, particularly the erotic content, of the texts they used. “Humanist pedagogy,” he writes, “tried to solve the problem of poetic content by treating poetry as a source of copia, or elocutionary richness,” thereby separating style from content, or, to put this another way, the useful from the pleasurable dimensions of literature. Paradoxically, such a split produces a version of literariness grounded in the very pleasure that literary study would exile.

It is perhaps because their own status in respect of use is in question that early literary texts so often represent books as either dangerous or deceptive. No text embraces the errancy of reading pleasure more fully than Don Quixote, with its representation of Quixote’s allegiance to the norms of the chivalric romances he has read. A product of book consumption, he simultaneously encounters his own origins in the collective process of book production, when, as Roger Chartier has emphasized, he engages with the very printers, correctors and translators who have made him and sent him wandering into the
world. Chartier brilliantly reads *Don Quixote* as resisting both the idealization that would eclipse the material conditions of textual production and the alternative that would privilege “the materiality of symbolic productions at the expense of their meaning.” Cervantes’s text, in other words, offers a lesson on the irreducible relationship between historical and theoretical accounts of book use.

English drama is similarly self-conscious about book use, perhaps because books were used in the making of plays, whether as classical or contemporary source texts or as the promptbook through which a theatrical company adapted a written play for oral performance (see cat. 6). It is no surprise that when books are used on stage as props, they are so often foregrounded as props, useful not only for the actor’s performance but the character’s too. Examples include *Hamlet*, in which Polonius gives Ophelia a prop with which to deceive Hamlet: “Read on this book, / That show of such an exercise may color / Your loneliness” (3.1.43–45); *Richard III*, in which, as part of the performative strategy that will bring him to the throne, Richard appears before the aldermen of London, with “a book of prayer in his hand” (3.7.97); and John Webster’s *The Duchess of Malfi*, in which a Bible functions as a weapon laced with poison, which the Cardinal of Aragon encourages Julia, his mistress, to “Kiss” (5.2.272), thereby killing her through a devotional gesture. The abuse of the book here vividly grounds the play’s anti-Catholicism by transforming the Bible into a material vector, a perverse version of the rituals of mediation that Protestants attacked as idolatrous. Crucially, in all of these cases, the book is used to deceive, displacing onto the material book the usual criticism leveled against theater as being morally useless or, indeed, so pleasurable as to be a “schoole of abuse” for the inciting of vice.

In absorbing and redirecting to dramatic effect the accusations leveled against the theater and against fiction, these texts make use of their own uselessness and potential for abuse. In *The Tempest*, famously, Prospero’s overuse or misuse of his books and library has been the cause of his downfall and exile from Milan. Just as his library became a dangerous substitute for the state (“my library / was Dukedom large
enough” [1.109–110]), so his retreat into the “volumes / I prize above
my dukedom” (1.2.167–68) substituted for a practical civic consciousness. In the fantasy space of the island, on the other hand, his books enable him to govern and control its inhabitants: “Without them” Caliban says, “He’s but a sot” (3.2.92–93). If Prospero’s books in Milan were useless for action and practice, as Jeffrey Masten points out, they “enable authority” on the island by grounding his ability to act and to direct the actions of others. Paradoxically, then, while the play allows him to leave Milan with the books that were ineffectual for rule, he must abandon the book that has been useful to him, specifically by dissolving it into another medium: “And deeper than did ever plummet sound / I’ll drown my book” (5.1.56–57). The book’s usefulness is so powerful it must be left behind, consigned to depths that invert the reach of its textual effects.

Montaigne, whose *Essais* (cat. 30) testify to his attachment to his library and to his use of the books he read, similarly notes the power of leaving books behind: “When I write I prefer to do without the company and remembrance of books, for fear that they may interfere with my style.” Books are useful, have force, only when they are digested for reuse. Throughout the *Essais*, Montaigne describes his own reading in these terms, as, for example, when he notes the advantage of books composed in short sections, a format that allows them easily to be reused, the passages re-arranged in response to Montaigne’s arrangement of his evolving self:

As for my other reading, which mingles a little more profit with the pleasure, and by which I learn to arrange my humors and my ways, the books that serve me for this are Plutarch, since he exists in French, and Seneca. Both have this notable advantage for my humor, that the knowledge I seek is there treated in detached pieces that do not demand the obligation of long labor, of which I am incapable. . . . For they have no continuity from one to the other.

Montaigne’s selective absorption and arrangement of these already “detached pieces” locates the “profit” of reading not in the “obliga-
tion of long labor,” but in the pleasures of appropriation, through which he creates a complex self whose discontinuities mirror the structure of the texts read.
In contrast to his own active engagements, Montaigne satirizes those who merely read books without using and consuming them, those who fail, as it were, to allow textual authority to vanish in the process of self-assertion. Pedants, or "little men of learning," he writes, are merely "lettre-ferus (letter struck), men whom letters have dealt a hammer blow," as though they were themselves the lettered page that they engage only on the surface. The pedant is *bookish*, furthermore, not in the positive sense in which Montaigne says of himself that, "reader, I am myself the matter of my book," but in the sense of being someone who, "when I ask him what he knows, asks me for a book in order to point it out to me." If the pedant merely props himself up with books rather than internalizing them, for Montaigne the traditional practice of making books useful by digesting them becomes a vehicle for a new kind of selfhood. In the idea that a book becomes most useful, most productive, when it is no longer visible as the tool or instrument that has served you, when it is hidden from others (and quite possibly even from you) as the origin of the authority it gave you, Montaigne theorizes book use as a continual and unending vanishing. It is in this space, where books become part of you becoming yourself, that reading and use are both experienced as pleasure.
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dubensis de moribus liber unus.

Man peccatum actio est. Actio autem omnis
voluntaria est, tam honesta quam turpis. Ergo
voluntarium est omne peccatum. Tolle exuc-
satione, nempe peccat inuitus. Educatio et dis-
цилина mores faciunt. Et id uniusque sapit, quod didi-
cit. Itaque bona constituendo excutere debet, quod mala in-
struxit. Nihil intercet quo animo facias, quod fecisset vi
tum est, quia facta cernitur, animus vero non videtur. Nul-
la autem laus est, non facere quod facere non possis: Quid
hominis est inimici simili? homo. Libet eras, quod necesse
esse est: Dolor patientia vincitur. Expecta quo nuncam pa-
neteas. Non quam multis placeas, sed qualibus stude. In hoc
quantum incumbe, et libetius audias, quam loquare. Mul-
tos vitam differe, et mortua praevenit. Itaque, omnis dies
velut ultimus judicetur. Tristitia, si potes, ne ad miseris: sin
minus, ne ostenderis. Amicos secreto admoine, palam autem
lauda. Verba rebus non personis estimanda sunt. Oratorem
te pura, si tibi ante omnes quod oportet persuaseris. Vt lic-
tiosa mancipia animi imperio coercere, linguam, vetrem, et
libidinem. Quod tacitum esse velis, nemini disceras. Si tibi
non imperasti, quomodo ab alioulletum speras? Ridiculum
est, aliquem odio nocens, innocentiam vertere. Mostro si-
milis est avaritia senilis. Quid enim suis est, quod dics so-
let, quam via deficiente viaticum augeat? Omnes infantes
terra nudos excitat. Non possidet fortius nasci quam viue-
re? Quid dulcius quam habere amicum, cum quo audias

A g.
Clues to book use in the early modern period are found in the marks that readers left in and on their books. Using a book meant making it one’s own, often by annotating it, binding it, or putting it to use in particular and sometimes surprising contexts. A printed book, moreover, can itself tell us about the strategies of use required for it to accomplish its meaning.

Part I, “Technologies of Use,” explores the ways in which a book’s forms anticipated, enabled and sometimes determined particular kinds of use. (To take a simple example, a small book asks to be held and maybe carried; a pocket book is at once a textual form and a category of use.) Features of the book now often taken for granted, like the title page or page layout, were in this period more clearly understood to be interpretive guides, either by implying a use or by actually guiding the eye through typographical variation or the arrangement of words on the page. A feature like illustration, although sometimes only ornamental, could constitute a sophisticated technology of use. Scientific illustrations, for example, had a range of functions: they attested to the diffusion of new technologies (such as the microscope); they enabled the reader to “see” textual information and the material world in a new way; and they worked aesthetically and commercially by heightening the visual pleasure offered by the book.

Using books implies an active and productive engagement with them. Indeed, use per se poses a challenge to the book’s authority and integrity, not only in terms of torn pages, broken spines and missing covers, but also because a reader’s use makes him or her integral to the production of meaning. In this respect, it is possible to see that when books presented themselves as conspicuous wholes (an author’s “Works” or corpus, for example, or the Bible understood as the book), they were in some sense protecting themselves against use, by asking instead to be read.
The three texts in this section exemplify particular relationships between books and their users. Albrecht Dürer’s *Vindewyseung der Messung* (The Art of Measurement, cat. 1), one of the most celebrated early manuals for artists and craftsmen, imagines readers as users, insofar as it consistently directs them, through illustration and textual narration, to perform tasks and so apprehend theory through practice. The illustration reproduced demonstrates how to draw a solid object and its shadow. The paper foldout is required for the representation of perspectival distance. But by placing the human figure, the implied reader or user, outside the book, the illustration is also paradigmatic of how early books imagined their users moving beyond them.
For a book to be usable, it must of course be legible. Hieronymus Hornschuch's *Orthotypographia* (cat. 2) was the first technical manual for printers, specifically for correctors, those hired by the printing house to proofread the individual sheets of a book. Hornschuch's manual for regularizing production aimed both to eliminate error and make books clearer and thus more usable; at the same time, it demonstrates how a book could be subject to use even during the process of making it. The proofreaders' marks that Hornschuch illustrates vanish from the corrected page and the printed book, rendering the process of correction all but invisible in the historical archive of early print. Hornschuch's *printed* marks remind us, then, that the corrector's manuscript marks, though seldom preserved, were integral to the making of books: proofreading is on a continuum with the reading it facilitates, evincing a highly practical (if conventional) engagement, on the part of a specific kind of reader, with an author's text.
Drawn from Giovanni Battista Cacace's collection of emblems on the arts and sciences (cat. 3), the illustration for pharmaceutical knowledge suggestively positions book use as a collaboration involving a tension between making books and, it would appear, consuming them.
Marking Books

One way to mark a book is to write one’s name in it. This is a sign of identification, ownership, property, but not necessarily use. The three texts illustrated here carry evidence of ownership and also of private and public use. The cover of the small seventeenth-century Bible (cat. 4) was embroidered, and its front edge elaborately decorated, possibly by the women of an Anglican community at Little Gidding, which ran a well-known bindery that concentrated on Bibles and devotional works. Given that books in this period were often bought unbound, a binding could indicate the owner’s economic status and his or her (as opposed to the author’s) sense of the book. This binding is unusually expressive of the owner’s relation to the book as a precious object for devotional use.
As is true today, early readers wrote in their books by underlining passages of interest or by adding commentary, queries, objections. The short text edited by Léger Duchene (cat. 5), made up of proverbs and maxims spuriously attributed to the Roman philosopher Seneca, was printed for use at the University of Paris. While marginalia are often a striking index of personal engagement, the manuscript annotations (ca. 1560) that fill this book and its margins are probably a student’s notes on his professor’s lecture, and thus point to a complex negotiation among readers experiencing and using the text collectively.
The writing in multiple hands on the pages of Thomas Lodge’s play (cat. 6) point even more dramatically toward a collective form of use. These marks tell us that we are looking at an early promptbook, a copy of a play used by a theater company to adapt it for use in dramatic performance. On the page shown, a passage has been cut, stage effects indicated (“musick,” “thunder,” “Lightening,” “Arbor rises”) and a stage direction added to compensate for the cut (“Ent[er] Ras[ni] Lords & magi not paph[agonian king]”). As with the other two books in this section, use transformed this book by adapting it toward a particular end and by positioning it within a social and institutional practice.
Size informs use, a point suggested by the two medical books shown here. Johann Wecker’s tiny Latin manual (cat. 7) for the practice of general medicine is made up mainly of diagnostic guides and suggestions for the cure of specific ailments. A learned if highly compact reference book, it was designed to be carried by physicians, a function indicated both by its size and by the vellum wallet binding intended to protect the book in transit.

William Cowper’s large folio anatomy (cat. 8) could not be more different, its size marking it for use within an institutional context. Designed chiefly for collective use in the anatomy theater, it offered the lecturer a set of visual aids that made vivid both the dissected body and the work of dissection. The book demonstrates an acute awareness of its size as a technology, nowhere more clearly than in table 71, which shows an anatomized, life-sized forearm emerging from a folio volume much like Cowper’s own. A brilliant visual pun, the image constitutes a theoretical reflection on the use of books for representing the body. The arm and hand of the corpse are aligned with those of the anatomist and the draftsman, whose work combined to make the book possible. The image is uncanny: even as the illustration represents a dead and immobilized hand, the index finger is enlivened by a gesture of emphasis through which the book essentially points at itself.

Johann Jacob Wecker (1528–1586)  
Practica Medicinae Generalis  
Basel: Per Hieron. Frobenium, & eius affinem, 1585  
John Crerar Collection of Rare Books in the History of Science and Medicine

William Cowper (1666–1709)  
The Anatomy Of Humane Bodies, With Figures Drawn After The Life By some Of The Best Masters in Europe  
Oxford: for Sam. Smith and Benj. Walford, 1698  
Rare Book Collection, From the Collection of Mortimer Frank
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What it is, with all the kinds, causes, symptoms, prognosticks & several cures of it.
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Philosophically, Medically.
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BY
Democritus Junior.
With a Satoræal Preface, containing the following discourse.
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Oxford
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1651
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Modern transcriptions of early modern titles misrepresent them. Indeed, the standardization of spelling and typography, along with the omission of major portions of a long title, makes it harder for readers today to see that titles were a crucial dimension of the early book. Titles often guided readers by laying out the content and parts of the book and by indicating the book’s value for a particular audience, field of knowledge or market sector. For reasons of space this catalog, too, uses abbreviated titles. Even here, where we have attempted to provide a more complete title of Robert Burton’s encyclopedic treatise on melancholy (cat. 9), we cannot convey the visual intricacy of the original title page, with its engraved letterforms and accompanying illustrations. A further complication is that spelling in early modern books was not always consistent across multiple editions or even within a single edition. Comparing the printed half-title of this edition to its engraved title page, should we call the book an “Anatomy” or an “Anatomie”?

Burton’s title (by no means the longest in the period) is in many ways typical in elaborating its subject matter and indicating the book’s internal structure. By referring to the fields of philosophy, medicine and history, Burton’s title designates its multiple methodological and market orientations. The illustrations on the title page are so complex as to require a commentary, called the “Argument of the Frontispiece,” on the facing page. The image of Burton at the bottom center continues a tradition of author portraits from the manuscript era and works as the early modern version of a dust jacket photograph. In the highly competitive early print market, the title page was a crucial advertising strategy, a site where the author and printer could authorize the contents that followed. By means of the title, the book not only described its uses, but also reflected on itself by imagining the social and intellectual spheres to which it contributed and belonged. In this sense, it can be said that a book’s theoretical dimension was produced partly by the market, even as the market was in turn refined by textual and disciplinary specialization.

THE ANATOMIE OF MELANCHOLY.
The word “idea” comes from the Greek for “to see,” and Robert Hooke’s *Micrographia* (cat. 10), the first treatise to be based on the use of the microscope, redefined knowledge by redefining what it meant to see. With the use of scientific technology, to know became a matter of seeing things close up. Such technology subordinated the human eye to a new kind of vision, more specialized and hence more useful in a scientific domain.

Hooke’s text offers new ways of thinking about the relationship between the printed book and the physical world. In one striking instance, he puts books themselves to a new kind of use, literally under the microscope: the mold shown in Scheme 12, he notes, was “found to bespeck & whiten over the red covers of a small book, which, it seems, were of Sheeps-skin, that being more apt to gather mould, even in a dry and clean room, then other leathers” (125).
Hooke magnifies the physical world external to the book, again and again drawing his readers into the domain of the material book. Although microscope technology is used throughout the book, the reader’s eye is directed from narrative text to plate and back again, such that the image comes to illustrate the text and not the world. This is no less true for one of the last plates in the book, an illustration of the stars as viewed through a telescope. The microscopic and macroscopic illustrations are used here to direct the reader into the book as a substitute precisely for the scientific technologies and practices that made them possible.

As interested as Micrographia is in scientific accuracy, in fact, the book seems enthralled by the pleasure of its visual effects. In his description of the flea, for example, Hooke draws a distinction between the “strength and beauty of this small creature.” For strength, “the Microscope is able to make no greater discoveries of it then the naked eye”, “But, as for the beauty of it,” he says, “the microscope manifests it to be all over adorn’d with a curiously polish’d suit of sable, Armour, neatly jointed, and beset with multitudes of sharp pinns, shap’d almost like Porcupine’s Quills, or bright conical Steel-bodkins” (210). The turn here to aesthetic detail and the delight of seeing the world up close suggests how book technology could forge new relationships between science and visual pleasure.
The four printed versions of the Roman Terence’s plays featured here all use page layout to encourage specific kinds of reading. Many early editions of Terence, like the one published in Paris in 1552 (cat. 11), were illustrated at the start of an act or scene with images of performance, a feature that implied a theatrical space beyond the page but worked chiefly to guide the reader’s eye across the page.

Humanists like Erasmus gave Terence a prominent place in the school curriculum. Schoolboys were encouraged to mine the comedies both for their moral pithiness and for the rhetorical fullness of the Latin. The three remaining Terences shown here convert the plays into a practically useful phrase book. Cornelius de Schryver’s 1533 phrase book (cat. 12) abstracts Terence’s plays, digesting them scene by scene into the phrases or verbal formulae that a schoolboy might be expected to take away from his reading and commit to memory for later use. As a pedagogical crib, it is a precursor to short-cut guides to literary texts.
Like Schryver's book, Giovanni Fabrini's *Il Terentio Latino* (cat. 13) presents Terence as a repository of linguistic knowledge. Indeed, the book is a language textbook, designed to teach Latin to those who know Italian (*Toscano*) and Italian to those who know Latin. Adapting the layout of scholarly editions (like cat. 11) to a new end, Fabrini surrounds the Latin text not with interpretive gloss but with a word-for-word translation into the vernacular, interspersed with the Latin text, now reordered to mirror Tuscan syntax. Fabrini's ingenious page thus directs the eye according to the linguistic and textual task at hand.
Richard Bernard’s *Terence in English* (cat. 14) combines the aims of Schryver’s and Fabrini’s editions. Each scene is printed in Latin and then in English, and many are followed by a list of colloquial phrases to commit to memory (*formulae loquendi*). Most interestingly, these phrases are given with equally colloquial English equivalents. Like Fabrini’s book, Bernard’s edition thus had a double aim: while drawing attention to instances in Terence of an elegant colloquial Latin it also helped to consolidate or formalize the English vernacular.
When is a book more than the sum of its parts? This section looks to theology and drama to explore the idea of “the book” as a whole. It is hard to imagine a more imposing and totalizing text than the 1611 Authorized or “King James” Bible (cat. 15). The illustrated title page emphasizes the coherence of the book and its unifying power through its many scenes of inscription, all brought
together under the sign of the ultimate author, God, as represented at the top of the page in the form of the living word or Tetragrammaton. The separate title page to the New Testament (not illustrated) offers an even more explicit fantasy of textual integrity: its decorative elements, which resemble the metal clasps on early bindings, bind together times, authors and books, integrating them, again, under the celestial inscription. The 1611 Bible was of course Protestant. The smaller Bible printed at Douai for the English Catholic community (cat. 16, not illustrated) offers a competing version, paradoxically, of the quintessential book. The difference is clear, for example, in the Douai’s inclusion of II Maccabees as part of the authentic whole; the Protestant Bible appends it to the Old Testament as mere apocrypha.

The relationship between the idea of the book and secular authorship was no less complicated. In 1616 Ben Jonson famously gathered his plays, along with his poems, under the name of “Workes” (cat. 17), a word then considered more appropriate to classical authors and more serious kinds of writing. In so doing, he transformed himself from playwright to author by publicly asserting control over the dissemination of works that, as performance, were primarily understood communally. By asking that individual plays be read as part of a whole, he made available new perspectives through which to construct dramatic authorship.
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To take an example from later in the century, a Restoration reader gathered together eight separately printed plays of James Shirley in a single volume, adding a rudimentary manuscript table of contents on the front flyleaf. However modest this book may seem in comparison to Jonson’s, the compiler has articulated a similar sense of the dramatist’s literary authority by constituting a new whole.
Est icuy un livre de bonne foy, lecteur. Il t'aduertit dès l'entrée, que ie ne m'y suis propose aucune fin, que domestique & priue : ie n'y ay eu nulle consideration de ton service, ny de ma gloire : mes forces ne sont pas capables d'un tel dessein. Je l'ay voué à la commodité particuliere de me par ens & amis : à ce que m'ayant perdu (ce qu'ils ont à faire bien tost) ils y puissent retrouver aucuns traits de mes conditions & humeurs, & que par ce moyen ils n'outrissent plus entiere & plus vive, la connoissance qu'ils ont eu de moy. Si c'eust esté pour rechercher la faueur du monde : ie me fusse paré de beautez emprutees, ou me fusse tendu & bade en ma meilleurle demarche. Ie veus qu'o m'y voie en ma faço simple, naturelle & ordinaire, sans estude & artifice : car c'est moy que ie peins. Mes defauts s'y livront au vif : mes imperfections & ma forme naïfue, autant que la reuereence publique me l'a permis. Que si l'eusse esté parmy ces nations qu'on dict viure encore sous la douce liberté des premieres loix de nature, ie t'assure que ie m'y fusse tres-volontiers peint tout entier, & tout nud. Ainsi lecteur, ie suis moy-mesmes la matiere de mon liure : c'en' est pas raison que tu employes ton loisir en un subiect si friuole & si vain. A Dieu donq, de Montaigne, ce 12. Iuin. 1588.
PART II

Parts and Wholes: From Matter to Method

“Parts and Wholes” explores the ways in which books were partitioned through elements such as prefaces, tables of contents, indexes and diagrammatic schemes that visually represented the organization of textual material. These tools suggested an order among parts and helped readers navigate the book and orient themselves in relation to it. At the same time, they offered an abstract of the book and even a model for processing information. “Analysis,” a dividing of a whole into parts, is at once a form of cognition and of textual organization. Even a simple index, for example, by breaking a book into what it takes to be its most significant parts, constitutes an interpretation of the whole. And a table of contents can be both a guide to use and a theorization of the contents.

Dividing a book into parts is always a form of thinking. This is clearly exemplified in the early modern tradition of commonplacing, a method of making books one’s own by breaking them down into, and digesting, their most significant (i.e. usable) parts. The process of thinking in and through parts, so integral to commonplacing, is related to forms of cognition and textual organization that relied on the isolated and particular case. By making the single case representative, disciplines such as law, theology and history could identify general theoretical principles and even imply a system of knowledge underlying the case. Case thinking demands the reader’s participation in the methodical constitution of general knowledge. Books organized as collections of cases offer a material record of the complexities involved in thinking from particular to general as from part to whole.
Prefaces and errata sheets help us think about book use because they establish particular relationships between author and reader. Like the titles, prefaces to the general reader or to a specific patron guided use by highlighting or theorizing the social significance and methodological stakes of the topic. Furthermore, they offered the opportunity for presenting a version of the reader to himself or herself, as a patron worthy to be flattered, or as one of those capable of being educated.

The two prefaces in this section offer particularly complex instances of the author-reader relationship. The dedication in Galileo Galilei's *Il saggiatore* (cat. 19) to the newly named Pope Urban VIII functioned as a quasi-imprimatur, not unlike the official permission to print that appears on the opposite page. Interestingly, however, it was Galileo's friends at the Lincean academy in Florence who composed the preface and recommended its inclusion. At the same time that this distanced the author from the direct promotion of his book, it offered a second, collective sanction to mirror the implicit or hoped-for sanction of the pope.
Addressing a reader in a preface did not necessarily mean that the reader ever read it or the book. In the ingenious preface or “Advertisement” to the reader of his *Pseudomartyr* (cat. 20), John Donne plays on this point in order to establish an alternative authority for the reader, one that emerges only through an actual engagement with the book. Writing that he would have preferred to address the reader “by way of Epilogue in the end of the Booke,” Donne explains that “I thought not that any man might well and properly be called a Reader, till he were come to the end of the Booke.”

Errata sheets also functioned to establish the book’s authority by implying a process of scrupulous proofreading in the final stages of producing the material book. Nearly always, the errata sheet directs the reader, not only to make the noted corrections, but also to become a scrupulous reader by making further corrections, as required, on his or her own. The errata sheet at the end of the Herbert M. Evans copy of *Il saggiatore* is unusually interesting in that Galileo himself has added, in his own hand, a correction missing on the errata sheet itself. At this moment, he is at once scrupulous author and scrupulous reader.
The Table.


Thomas Waldenius' cenure of Stage-plays as the Devils pomps, pag. 565, 699. Paulus Hys his cenure of Players, and Dancing, p. 692, 685.

Whipping-pest. Players adjudged to it, pag. 413, 459, 460, 847, 848, 849.

Whereas occasioned by Stage-plays, p. 328 to 446. See Adultery.


Wickliffe his cenure of giving money to Players, p. 324, 685.


fors to playes to Play-houses, which either finde or quickly make them Whores, p. 340, 341, 349, 353, 356, 359, 362, 370, 379, 389, 403, 412, 434, 446, 453, 461, 487, 515, 536, 593, 599. See Whores, The Devils Sword and Instrument especially when they dance, pag. 228, 239, 230, 258.

Women: Actors, notorious whores, p. 162, 214, 215, 100, 1003. Valvasius: ibid. Hence Luithian, Aurenticium Col- lius, Tit. 4, f. 46, enacted this Law: Scenists non solus, but stiuffers present, sed etiam in jure juridandum ducent observantes, & impli- catum complicium operationem, & quoet non quam ab impia illa & stana operatione cefaunt, pollent sine periculo dixerere. Et tale jure juridandum statu praetorium, & stiuffioris dario non senebit. And good reason: for S. Paul prohibiteth women to speake publicly in the Church, 1 Cor. 14, 34. 1 Tim. 2, 12. And declareth any Christian women be so more then whores impudent, as to act so speake publicly on a Stage, (perchance in mans apparell, and cut haires, here proved sinfull and abominable in the presence of sundry men and women? Dy talentis aeris ase- sitae polum. O let such presidents of impudence, of impiety he never heard of, nor suffered among Christians,

words idle and unprofitable condemned, pag. 1, 18.

Worldly the fashions and customes of it not to be followed, pag. 18, 137, 138, this world no place of carnall mirth and jollity, pag. 119, 194, 997, 998.

Worldly pleasures dangerous, and to be avoided, pag. 907, 666, 967, 968, 969, 970, fol. 511.

Xenophon his Story of the Persean Schoolmaster, of the Syracusian, and his dancing
The index (from the Latin for “forefinger” and “point out”) became instrumental to the use of the book, not only by making the contents usefully accessible but also by identifying what were, at least in theory, the book’s central subjects. Indexes allowed for non-sequential reading and for accessing information in ways other than those suggested by the book’s narrative logic. In fact, it was possible to read an index first, or even instead of the book. Something like this happened in the case of Histrio-mastix (cat. 21), a massive anti-theatrical treatise by the Puritan polemicist William Prynne. An entry in the concluding index or “table” cost Prynne his ears. Under the heading “Women-Actors” Prynne had directed his readers first to “notorious whores. p. 162, 214, 215, 1002, 1003.” This entry was taken by King Charles to be an insult against the Queen, Henrietta Maria, who took speaking parts in plays presented at court.

Prynne’s fate dramatically shows that indexes are not neutral. This is no less true of the index that concludes The Temple, George Herbert’s posthumously published collection of poems (cat. 22). This was the first such index to an English book of poems. Although it does nothing more than list the titles of the individual poems in alphabetical order, it was innovative in thus making the book available for a specific, devotional use. A reader, that is, could use the

Some books, of course, are indexes. Dictionaries too are always interpretive, working as they do to constitute (and not simply describe) a field of learning or language use. John Cowell’s The Interpreter (cat. 23), intended as a comprehensive alphabetical guide to the terms of English common law, was burned by royal proclamation for subversively taking up constitutional questions in such entries as “king,” “prerogative,” “parliament” and “subsidy.” Cowell’s entries, which invariably promoted the absolute authority of the king, angered members of parliament as being prejudicial to their rights. In the proclamation against the book, however, King James defined Cowell’s impudence in different terms, saying that the arbitrary alphabetic form of his book had “placed all kinds of purposes belonging to Government and Monarchie in his way.” Cowell’s error, in this formulation, was in choosing an indexical form that allowed or required him to list and define matters that, according to the king, were beyond the scope of a subject’s natural authority. Cowell’s dictionary shows how, in making a field navigable and usable, an index may not only define the limits of that field but also constitute itself as an authority on it.
Graphic elements such as diagrams and tables of contents were guides both to using and to thinking about the book. The visual aids highlighted here organize medical, legal, literary and musical information, transforming narratives apprehended in time into condensed graphic forms comprehended in space. These abstractions of subject matter are closely associated with the pedagogical innovations of Pierre de la Ramée (Petrus Ramus, 1515–1572), a philosopher and noted teacher who aimed to update Aristotelian method, partly through the use of such schematic (and, it was sometimes said, reductive) models of thought.

The table that Jacques Dubois (Jacobus Sylvius) included in his medical textbook (cat. 24) helps a doctor keep in mind a set of possible relationships between breathing and pulse and make different diagnostic inferences based on them. The table is thus both a practical aid and a guide to methodical analysis.
25 Conrad Lagus
(d. 1546)
Methodica Ioris Virtuusque Traditio
Lyon: Apud Seb. Gryphivm, 1544
Rare Book Collection

Conrad Lagus’s textbook on civil law (cat. 25) has no such diagram. An early reader, however, responding to the Ramist phenomenon, has composed a table of his own on four blank leaves at the front of the book. The pages show the reader’s methodical digestion of Lagus’s narrative elaboration of distinct kinds of legal action.

Abraham Fraunce’s Lavier Logike (cat. 26) was designed to foster methodical thinking among English common lawyers by exposing the logical structure inhering in their legal texts and mode of analysis. Fraunce takes his examples from two principal sources, one poetic and one legal: Edmund Spenser’s 1579 Shephearde’s Calendar and Edmund Plowden’s 1571 Comentaries, a collection of reports on recent legal cases (see cat. 33). An example of early literary analysis,
the table shown here reduces one of Virgil’s eclogues to a set of spatial dichotomies in order to show its logical structure. Fraunce’s striking alignment of poetry and law emerges in part through the extraordinary portability of the Ramist diagram, its ability to order very diverse kinds of material.

In contrast to these tables, Georg Fabricius’s dichotomy of musical harmonies (cat. 27) seems, for all its beauty, so elementary as to be of little intellectual use. But the table also demonstrates how even a reductive schematic organization might be pedagogically useful precisely in putting fundamental distinctions in front of a reader.
A commonplace book is at once a book form and a method of reading. Commonplacing was a system of using books in which readers digested them by extracting, ordering and recording particular phrases or passages in note-books of their own. This process encouraged readers to atomize books by isolating units that might later be useful in another context. While the commonplace book allowed readers to personalize their reading by making it useful, this process of textual engagement was also highly prescribed, "common" in the sense that it filtered one's reading through social norms that determined which textual elements were significant and which were not.

The early pages of Thomas Ducke's ca. 1619 commonplace book (cat. 28) digested material under general headings corresponding to the order of the Christian universe (God, Christ, Law, Heaven, etc.). His interests, however, go beyond the theological to include, for example, a long list of amusing stories, presumably compiled for his pleasure or to help him remember them for later
use at the dinner table. By their nature, manuscript commonplace books such as Ducke’s would seem to be most useful to their compiler. This was not always the case. An interesting feature of the book is that it was used by a second reader around 1686, one Edward Jones, who supplemented it by adding stories and jokes, mainly of a sexual nature. Most remarkably, he added an index to the pages compiled by Ducke sixty years earlier. Jones’s appropriation of Ducke’s book can be seen as a logical step in a process in which all reading was appropriation.

The small early seventeenth-century legal commonplace book (cat. 29) was probably compiled by a law student at the Inns of Court in London. Although it had a specific professional function, the book can also be seen as a personal document in the way Ducke’s more wide-ranging book is, since it was through such books that lawyers made a disciplinary structure their own. Drawing both
The first Booke.

self-esteemable by virtue and sufficiency, and amiable by his goodness, and gentleness of manners.

The very vnderstand of so rich a matter, have their value: so have the bones and relics of honourable men, whom we hold in respect and reverence. No age can so eazed and drooping in a man that hath lived honourably, but must needs prove venerable, and especially vnto his children, whose minds ought so to be directed by the parents, that reason and wisdom, prudence and necessity and need, nor rudeness and compulsion, may make them know and performe their duty.

--- errat longe, mea quidem parentia.
Quo imperio credas esse gravius: atque habes.
Fugacitatem, quam videam, dico amantur viri.
In mine opinion he doth much mistake,
Who, that command more grave, more firme doth take,
Which force doth get, then that which friendships make.

I utterly condemne all manner of violence in the education of a young spirit, brought vp to honour and liberty. There is a kind of flayrinesse in church-rigor, and servility in compulsion; and I hold, that that can not be compassed by reason, wisdom and discretion, can never be attained by force and constraint. So as I brought vp: they tell mee, that in my youth, I never led but twice, and that very lightly. And what education I have had my selfe, the same have I given my children. But such is my ill hap, that they die all very young; yet hath Leonora my only daughter escaped this misfortune, and attainted to the age of five years, and somewhat more: for the conduct of whole youth, and punishment of ills which faults (the indulgence of his mother applying it to every mildly) it was never other means vfed but gentle words. And were my desire frustrate, there are diverse other causes to take hold of, without reproving my discipline, which I know to be just and natural.

I would also have been much more religious in that towards male children, nor borne to serve as women, and of a free condition. I should have learned to have stored their mind with ingenuity and liberty. I have seen no other effects in rods, but to make childrens minds more remiss, or more maliciously headstrong. Desire we to be loved of our children? Will we remove all occasions from them to with our death? (although no occasion of so horrible and unnatural withes, can either be just or excusable) numus, cum ratione haec.

Let vs reasonably accommodate their life, with such things as are in our power. And therefore shall we marry so young, that our age doe in a manner confound it selfe with theirs. For, this inconvenience doth unavoidably cast vs into many difficulties, and encombrances. This I speake, chieflie vna Nobil, which is of an idle disposition, or loitering condition, and which (as we say) liveth onely by his lands & rents; for else, where life standeth on gaine, plunarity and company of children is an easie furtherance of busbandry. They are as many new implements to thrive, and instruments to grow rich. I was married at thirty yeares of age, and commended the opinion of thirty-five, which is laid to be Arisotles. Plato would have no man married before thirty, and hath good reason to foole at them that will defer it till after fifty, and then marry: and commendeth their breed as unworthy of life and sustinance. Thales appointed the bell limits, who by his mother, being instantly vrged to marry whyle he was yong, answered that it was not yet time; and when he came to be old he said it was no more time. A man must refuse opportunity to every important action. The ancient Gaules deemed it a shamefull reproach, to have the acquaintance of a woman before the age of twenty yeares, and did especially recommend vnso men that sought to be trained in warres, the carefull preferration of their maiden head, vntill they were of good yeares, forso much as by loolling it in youth, courages are thereby much weakened and greatly empaire, and by copulation with women, diverted from all vertuous action.

Multa effaces King of Thunes, he whom the Emperorour Charles the fift reflored vnto his owne.
on written texts and on oral sources, including legal decisions in the courts and exercises central to legal training, lawyers used commonplacing to synthesize information, thereby helping to constitute the law as a field of textual practice.

Michel de Montaigne's *Essais* (cat. 30, see detail p. 60) famously began as his commonplace book. The topical structure of the book and the individual essays ("De l'amitié," "Des Cannibales," "Du dormir") mirrors the commonplace organization of material. In a nice reversal of the process whereby Montaigne made his book, an early English reader of John Florio's translation of Montaigne (cat. 31) seems to have digested the essays according to topics of his own. His annotations variously underscore Montaigne's text, as on page 215, with his emphatic "mark this" and his approving "fittinge age to mayrye." Most interestingly, he makes Montaigne's generic description of a military hero historical and local, by identifying the type with the German "Count Mannsfield," a leader whose visits to London in 1624 consolidated his English reputation for heroism. Sometimes the reader follows Montaigne's categories, sometimes not. On page 41, next to a famous anecdote about a woman who turned into a man by jumping over a fence, the English reader has written "for wenches lepeing [leaping]." Has he imagined this improbable heading as a category of use or thought?

The first Booke.

of Soiffon had in confirmation, named Germaine, and all the inhabitants these about have both knowne and seene to be a woman childe, untill she was two and twenty yeares of age, called by the name of Marie. Hewas when I saw him, of good yeares, and had a long beard, and was yet unmarried. He faith, that upon a time leaping, and straining himselfe to overheape an other, he was not how, but where before he was a woman, he suddenly felt the influence of a man to come out of him, and to this day the maidens of that towne
The burning of John Hurde, martyr, at Northampton.


The cruel burning of Robert Samuel, martyr.


The martyrdom of Thomas Jueton.

How does one move methodically from part to whole, from the particular to the general? An individual case can exemplify a general rule or provide an exception to it; similar cases might be connected together through analogy in order to generalize from them. Because it emerges from circumstance and situation, “case thinking” is based in a specificity that can seem antithetical to method itself. As a result, textual strategies for dealing with the particular instance become unusually important for the constitution of method.

John Foxe’s vast ecclesiastical history (cat. 32) catalogs case after case of individuals martyred for the Protestant faith. Repetition is of the essence, since it is through repetition that martyrdom, as a form of subjection, could come to constitute national history. Although the individual case must have priority in the kind of story Foxe wants to tell, not least because of how he means to affect the reader, it is also true that the logic of accumulation and repetition diminished the distinctions among cases. The individual case is a form and formula; it is for this reason that the same illustration can usefully function in the book on pages 1528, 1547 and 1833 to represent three separate martyrs. The use of this woodcut speaks to the fact that illustrations in early modern books could work simply to organize textual material on the page and to offer a symbolic or indexical cue to a topic. In Foxe’s book, however, the repeated illustrations speak also to the tension between case and method in the making of history.
Le Reporte de la resolution du court de
Gardes, remis par le seigneur et lord de
33 Edmund Plowden
(1516—1585)
Les Comentaries, ou les
Reportes de Edmund Plowden
[London]: In edibus Richardi
Tottelli, [1571]—1579
Rare Book Collection,
Ruben T. Durrett Collection

English lawyers thought about their practice in terms of particular legal cases, going to them both to learn the skills of pleading that were required in the courtroom and, increasingly, to extract from them the principles of the unwritten law. Edmund Plowden's collected reports of individual law cases (cat. 33) was the first to print only those in which general legal principles had been explicitly stated and could be abstracted as such (and so written into commonplace books like cat. 29). In so doing, Plowden provided an important model for reporting the legal case in terms of generalizable law, a textual development that allowed precedent (or “case thinking” in the modern sense) to emerge as the dominant structure of English legal thought.
Legal abridgments like Thomas Ashe’s condensed version of Plowden (cat. 34) helped lawyers avoid in another way the difficulties of sifting through innumerable particulars in their practical and case-by-case pursuit of method. Early readers of both Ashe and Plowden have left marginalia, the traces of their part in completing the books by synthesizing and generalizing from their particulars. The blank space of the margin here is critical matter for methodical work.


NO LITERARY GENRE promotes its utility as explicitly as the “how-to” book. Although instructional manuals written for a wide range of specialized groups existed prior to the advent of print, the unprecedented scale of reproduction and dissemination that print enabled effectively transformed the how-to book into a new genre. As an instructional guide adaptable to all spheres of public and private life, the how-to book taught skills integral to fields like theology, medicine, the mechanical arts and domestic husbandry. Also, more generally, it introduced readers to rhetorical practice, to social and ethical forms of conduct, and to the cultivation of personhood itself.

Such books are, on the one hand, clearly didactic, grounding their authority in the expertise of the author. On the other, they enabled the reader to assume new forms of authority (it is no coincidence that self-help books are so often written in vernacular languages). By positioning readers as actors, by requiring them to actualize knowledge by performing it, these books promised a transformation of identity. Rather than being at the margin of the genre, therefore, conduct and psychological self-help books were arguably at its center, since they made so explicit the idea of self-making that underwrote even the more narrowly instrumental how-to books.

It is important to remember that how-to books were oriented toward fields of knowledge still in formation. As such, they required readers to think imaginatively and speculatively. Even as they fitted their readers into this or that prescribed identity, they also offered them a glimpse beyond the horizon of prescriptive knowledge, insisting as they did on the reader’s participation, and on the logical priority of his or her experience. The how-to book gives experience form. In this sense, Baconian empiricism (which so disrupted the grounds of earlier scientific authority) can be seen as the genre’s logical extension, yoking together as it does experience and experiment, transforming the practice of the one into the method of the other.
Rhetoric is a practical art, prescribing the use of language and gesture for particular situations and particular ends. In that sense, the four books brought together here can be thought of as how-to books for self-expression at the border between public and private. Like Thomas Wilson’s *Arte of Rhetorike*, a vernacular guide to classical oratorical practice (cat. 35, not illustrated), John Bulwer’s *Chirologia* (cat. 36) is a *manual* of expression, in this case a handbook about the hand itself. Although it looks forward to sign language in our sense...
An Index to the following Alphabet of natural Gestures of the Hand.

Which Gestures, besides their typical significations, are so ordered to serve for privy ciphers for any secret intimation.

John Bulwer
(fl. 1648–1654)
Chirologia: Or The Natural Language Of The Hand
London: by Tho. Harper, 1644
Rare Book Collection

of the phrase, it is more accurately described as a guide to manual gesture, illustrating and cataloging the “natural” logic of bodily expression. At the same time, the book offers itself up for an alternative form of use as a system of cryptography, in that the same gestures can “serve for privy ciphers for any secret intimation.” The very gestures that Bulwer insisted were universal and “naturall” were also available, that is, for the construction of covert, private communication.
Prayer can be experienced as one of the most intimate and immediate forms of self-expression. And yet, publicly or privately, talking with God is also a rhetorical art. A tiny devotional intended for the most intimate use, Ambrosio de Salazar’s *Jardin de Flores Santas* (*Garden of Holy Flowers*, cat. 37) prescribes times and forms of prayer by which a conventional language (like that of the penitential psalms) could be internalized and naturalized as one’s own. Like Salazar’s devotional, *The Booke of Common Prayer* (cat. 38, not illustrated) is at once public and private. As the official prayer book for a newly national church, it gave to English Protestantism the language and rhetoric in which public prayers and rituals were to be conducted. In this sense, individual members of the congregation were subjected to authorized forms of expression and so instituted as members of the English church. These how-to books for the arts of expression not only taught readers to speak but also guided them toward complex communal identities.
Books that instructed readers how to do specific tasks in professional or domestic life can seem straightforward, but they are often dense with implication for the relations between persons and practices and practices and professions. The recipes, for example, in Hannah Woolley’s cookbook (cat. 39) depended upon social and economic norms that the book was partly responsible for creating.
To use the book was to educate oneself in dietary norms and in culinary forms of social self-fashioning. Similarly, *De Sectione mensaria* (*On Carving at Table*, cat. 40), an anonymous and undated French carving book, guided the user in carving techniques for various kinds of meat and fish, as well as in ornamental food presentation, illustrating, for example, how to cut and serve a lemon in the shape of an insect, turtle, heart or rose. Despite its Latin title, the book is in French, designed specifically for travelers to other countries as a guide to the performance of this particular form of civility. An early modern version of Martha Stewart’s *Living*, the book teaches aesthetic appreciation and social affiliation through food preparation, working simultaneously as a how-to-do and a how-to-be book.
41 Peter Lowe
(ca. 1550–ca. 1612)
_A Discourse of the Whole Art
of Chyrurgerie_
London: by Thomas Purfoot, 1612
Rare Book Collection,
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42 Joseph Moxon
(1627–1700)
_Mechanick Exercises: Or The
Doctrine of Handy-Works. Applied
to the Art of Turning_
London: for Joseph Moxon, 1680
Rare Book Collection

43 William Leybourn
(1626–1716)
_The Compleat Surveyor, Containing
the whole Art of Surveying of Land._
London: by R. and W. Leybourn,
for G. Sawbridge, 1657
2nd ed., with many additions
John Crerar Collection of
Rare Books in the History of
Science and Medicine
Not illustrated

The remaining three books in this section are concerned with emergent professional fields and identities: Peter Lowe’s surgeon (cat. 41), Joseph Moxon’s skilled craftsman (cat. 42, see detail p. x) and William Leybourn’s surveyor (cat. 43, not illustrated). Because these professions were still in formation, each of the books was useful in two ways, instructing individual practitioners and consolidating the claims of the group as a whole to a field of knowledge or expertise. In other words, at the same time that the books offered general instruction on the practice of an “Art,” they laid the groundwork for a series of specialized professional identities capable of defining the theoretical nature of their expertise. In this respect, it is notable that the three titles imply or “invent” a field by highlighting the relationship between practice and “Doctrine,” between a specific “Art” and its totalized “Whole.”
The English Gentleman

Spes in Cælis

Recreation
How to Be Somebody

Richard Brathwaite (1588?–1673)
The English Gentleman
London: by John Haviland, 1630
John Crerar Collection of Rare Books in the History of Science and Medicine

John Bulwer (fl. 1648–1654)
Anthropometamorphosis: Man Transform'd:
Or, The Artificiall Changling
London: by William Hunt, 1653
Rare Book Collection

The Renaissance conduct manual was a how-to book designed explicitly for the performance of personhood, in terms of categories such as gender, rank, age or national and regional affiliation. To “be someone” in this sense could mean dramatically different things depending on the positions idealized in the book or inhabited by actual readers. Richard Brathwaite’s The English Gentleman (cat. 44), for example, aimed to fashion a genteel English identity. The categories displayed on the frontispiece track idealized stages in a man’s life, while also identifying the social spheres in which success could be imagined or cultivated (Education, Vocation, Recreation, Acquaintance). The final category, Perfection, has a Latin tag (“Heaven is sought on this road”) that posits a further and final ideal, the divine point at which social practices will find their ultimate use and meaning. This non-social and non-temporal point to which the book conducts its readers adds an additional ideological layer to the book’s construction of Englishness.

John Bulwer’s Anthropometamorphosis (cat. 45) is essentially a how-not-to book, guiding the reader toward an unadulterated Englishness by cataloging, as antitypes, practices involving the manipulation of the body (including tattooing, piercing, tongue-splitting, neck-stretching and earlobe elongation). The English body that implicitly emerges as normative (because “natural” and untouched) is equally invented as an ethnographic body.
Giulio Cesare Casserio's engraving of the human form, as printed in Adriaan van de Spiegel's anatomy (cat. 46) may look like a natural body. And yet, like the bodies in Brathwaite's and Bulwer's texts, it emerges within a specific discourse with its own orders of representation. Understood this way, the anatomical atlas is also an ideologically charged how-to book, not only for students of anatomy but also for all those learning to imagine and inhabit their own bodies as the objects and subjects of scientific knowledge.
How to Look After Yourself

Designed to help readers “look after” themselves, self-help books necessitated a process of self-reflection, of moving beyond the self in order to look back at it. If conduct books exposed the outward and theatrical dimensions of personhood, self-help books looked inwards to physiology and psychology, often highlighting the psychological and emotional impact of socialization.

Nicholas Culpeper’s herbal (cat. 47), a compendium of natural cures, gives its reader tools for self-diagnosis and self-healing. The reader of this book looked toward a future self and also measured his or her present self against an implied norm, such that anger, sorrow or melancholy, for example, could be understood as conditions to cure. While books like this allowed readers to be their own physicians, they also subjected them to norms of health that potentially marked everyday emotions and reactions as symptoms of pathology.
Like Culpeper's medical book, William Perkins's religious treatise on "case conscience" (cat. 48) offers itself as a vehicle for psychological self-analysis and self-cure, even as it prescribes conventional moral conduct. Doing for the soul what Culpeper does for the body, Perkins teaches how to guard against despair by looking inward to examine conscience, but also how to prevent self-delusion by looking after conscience and developing it through a continual process of self-reflection.

Throughout his life, the Oxford scholar and librarian Robert Burton added to and revised his 1621 Anatomy of Melancholy (cat. 49, not illustrated), a massive compendium on the social and psychic conditions of melancholia. In the process of writing to look after himself, Burton created a wildly self-reflexive text, whose obsessions and digressions express precisely the difficulty of grasping something so elusive as melancholy. Burton thus converts the very idea of self-help into an opportunity for theorizing the book itself as cure.
How to Find Your Way

The how-to books featured here aimed to orient their users as they made their way in the world, geographically, culturally, professionally or socially. Willem Lodewycksz’s history of Dutch travel to the East Indies (cat. 50) combines highly practical geographical information (such as representations of specific islands in the archipelago for the use of sailors navigating dangerous straits) with cultural descriptions useful to both real and armchair travelers.
Making one’s way at home also required instruction. An offshoot of the conduct manual, Thomas Powell’s early career guide, *Tom of All Trades* (cat. 51), maps out a social and economic terrain for the aspiring class. By cataloging and describing possible occupations and “pathways to preferment,” it gives the aspiring outsider an insider’s view and a way to imagine social mobility. That said, while the book offers an array of career options, its distinctions also work to reinscribe the occupational hierarchies that could exclude this or that Tom from the preferment promised.
Devotional manuals are designed, of course, to help readers find their ways to the ultimate reward: God. Jeremy Taylor’s immensely popular devotional (cat. 52, not illustrated), a late example of the genre, directly connects theological ideals and quotidian practice: by fitting specific prayers “to the several Days of the Week,” Taylor allows his readers to orient themselves beyond time. Peter (Pierre) Berault’s book (cat. 53) moves the reader in the opposite direction. Nominally a devotional, it is also a language manual, printing all of its prayers in English and French on facing pages. Indeed, Berault uses the book’s front flyleaf to advertise his skills as a language tutor, and to provide directions to the house where he gave Latin and French lessons. Readers of his book could orient themselves to the divine, in order then to perfect a worldly skill.

In contrast to how-to manuals that offered particular maps for their readers to follow and perfect through their own experience, the practical experiments proposed in Francis Bacon’s posthumously published *Sylva Sylvarum* (cat. 54, not illustrated) required readers to explore the how of the how-to book. Gathering together a miscellany of observations and experiments for the reader to consider and in some cases perform, the book is a reflection on the instructional manual, a text that illustrates for the reader the empirical process of starting in a “Heape of Particulars” (Attr) and moving toward scientific theory.
“Dimensional Thinking” focuses on books about the calculation and representation of time and space in fields including geometry, astronomy, anatomy, art history, theology and criminology. In particular, it examines how physical forms and features such as illustrations, pop-ups, foldouts and movable discs (volveles) helped the reader to think beyond the two-dimensional space of the page. Books about measurement by nature evoke a world of reference and utility outside the book. It is not surprising, then, that many of them seem to exceed their own material bounds, whether through foldouts that expand the spatial dimensions of the page or by paper constructions (pop-ups) that convert the page from a two- to three-dimensional object. With such books, use means practice in the most explicit sense, since their readers are asked to use their hands to manipulate the matter of the book in order to apprehend it and so (often literally) unfold knowledge.

Some of these books attempt to give the reader access to things not usually evident, to secrets and hiding places, to the interior of the body, to the elusive space of the psyche. Books on the art of memory are important here, since they aimed to construct and to expose such places, instructing readers to visualize in spatial terms both the contents of their memories and the temporality of the memory process itself.

By enabling readers to move, materially and conceptually, between different dimensions, all of these books from the mathematical and human sciences positioned themselves as models for the mind at work.
Squadra Mobile.

Non si mette le figure per tutto per non ingombrare l'esposizione a quella che uon'anno imparate.

Ottagio Fa
Measuring Space

Geometry (from the Greek for “measurement of the earth”) exists at the border between theory and practice. Books on geometry are attentive to the relationship between abstraction and application as that informs their own usefulness and relevance as text. The three treatises in this section present specific instruments of measurement as technologies through which geometry might be practically and theoretically advanced. At the same time, they demonstrate the extent to which the book itself was a technology: in the manner of Dürer’s great Art of Measurement (cat. 1), all three are in vernacular languages, making them available to a relatively broad range of readers and practitioners, and all combine explanatory narrative and graphic illustration as mutually reinforcing forms of instruction. These are, moreover, small books, easily portable and therefore usable within the actual situations or scenes of measurement that they variously represent.

Ottavio Fabri’s beautifully illustrated treatise on the squadra mobile, a newly invented adjustable set square (cat. 55), promoted the instrument by demonstrating its theory and usefulness to cartographers, surveyors, navigators and others involved in the measurement of distance and depth. The first part of Leonard Digges’s Geometrical Practise (cat. 56) similarly teaches Euclidean principles through the application of traditional instruments such as the geometric
square, semicircle and planisphere. The illustration shown underscores Digges’s sense that practice perfects knowledge of theoretical principle. This is a point that Digges makes in terms of his own book: by “searching out the reason and demonstration” of the book’s basic principles, he notes, “the diligent practizioner” will learn to think for himself and discover or “inuent manifolde meanes to resolue the like or other stranger questions” (L3v).

The Greek “Pantometria” of Digges’s title promises a measurement useful everywhere; implicit here is a kind of utopian ideal of a fully measurable universe, an ideal, notably, that includes some very worldly uses. Like Fabri’s manual, Leonhard Zubler’s book (cat. 57) was also an advertisement for a new choro-graphic instrument, usable in a number of contexts for measuring land. The chapter heading to the military illustration shown translates “How to measure the width of a moat and height of a wall to be breached.” The picture makes vivid just how important, in an age of military and technological expansion, manuals of measurement were for practicing and perfecting the art of war.
Many early astronomy books included within them paper tools for practicing the theoretical knowledge they taught. Peter Apian’s *Astronomicum Caesareum* or “Astronomy of the Caesars” (cat. 58) is one of the most remarkable printed works from the sixteenth century. It includes thirty-six elaborate, hand-colored woodcuts, twenty-one of which included woodcut volvelles, designed to help the reader identify planetary positions and alignments as well as other astronomical phenomena. The volvelle (Latin volvere, “to turn”) is a revolving disc,
s sometimes consisting of multiple layers. On the page shown (58b), there are in total five separate and movable layers. The weighted threads extending from the circles’ centers allowed the user to calculate spatial positions and relations for particular times. The book was useful for making scientific calculations of astronomical phenomena within the Ptolemaic system, and also for making astrological calculations for the creation of horoscopes or the identification of propitious and unpropitious times.

Forty years after publication, this copy of Apian’s book was given by the great Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe to a student, a gift recorded in Brahe’s hand on the title page. By 1580 the diffusion of Copernicus’s theories would have diminished the astronomical value of the book to those like Brahe. So the transaction between teacher and student, which must have been prompted by the book’s extraordinary aesthetic beauty and monetary value, can also be seen as putting the book to one further use in consolidating this collegial friendship.
Geometry tracks the shift from one dimension to another: point to line, line to square, and square to cube. In the move to solid three-dimensional bodies, the page reaches a material limit. All three books illustrated here deploy textual strategies to aid the imagination at that limit. In the first English translation of Euclid (cat. 59), the eleventh book (on solids) came equipped with a series of paper inserts for the reader to affix to given diagrams, thereby supplementing the page in order literally to project it into a third dimension.
Vincenzo Coronelli’s cosmographic atlas (cat. 60) came equipped with far more elaborate and geometrically detailed foldouts. These extend the space of the page and the book, transforming their rectilinear shape into a circle in order to represent the terrestrial and celestial globes. The foldouts allow readers to use the text as a substitute for the scientific instrument (the telescope) that produced them. That said, it is notable how fragile the manipulable pages are as tools, and what a delicate touch is required to unfold them and return them back to the space of the book. Might it be that copies of Coronelli’s book in which these maps are so well preserved are those that were, in fact, never used?
In contrast to extendable paper surfaces, the arts of perspective and chiaroscuro offered ways of representing depth or three-dimensionality using only the flat plane of the page. The engravings in Humphrey Prideaux’s guide to the Earl of Arundel’s collection of classical marbles (cat. 61) depict statues and reliefs through the use of light and shadow (chiaroscuro). The figures seem to emerge from the page, but less as natural human bodies than as distinctly sculptural forms, suggesting the priority of aesthetic mediation in these portrayals of the human. While engraving technique allowed the page to approximate the contours of space in the material world, it also encouraged a more self-conscious attention to the aesthetics of dimensional representation.
Representing the Unseen

To discover is to uncover: the two books featured here help readers see beneath the surface. The interactive, layered illustrations in Johan Remmelin’s anatomical atlas (cat. 62) allow the reader to replicate the process of dissection by folding back consecutive bodily surfaces: from skin to muscle and organs; to arteries, veins and nerves; to bone. The flap-book invites its user to “practice” anatomical discovery by moving between the facing pages: between image and index, looking and reading, dividing and ordering. The negotiation between text and image involves the reader in a second movement down into the layers of the book and body. This process of uncovering is at once empirical in orientation and symbolic. It is notable, for example, that the unfolding of the skulls in the images shown (cat. 62A and cat. 62C) transforms a traditionally iconic memento mori into physiology, and that the leaves and cloud covering the man’s and woman’s genitalia invite the reader to find a new kind of scientific knowledge within a symbols of modesty and immodesty.
Another early science of discovery is exemplified by Antonio Cospi’s Il Givdice Criminalista (cat. 63), a manual on criminal investigation with sections, for example, on poison, physiognomy, demonology and forensics. In the illustration shown, included in a section on how to investigate a homicide, Cospi is modeling how a notary might help a judge by drawing a plan of a house so as to expose within it possible secret rooms or hiding places. The accompanying text leads the viewer through the home, detailing entries to the concealed spaces A, B, C, D and E through, for example, a small staircase behind a fireplace in room F, a sinkhole (G) in the central courtyard, a wardrobe (H) in room I, and a spiral staircase descending from the roof at E. In the wrong hands, of course, Cospi’s architectural scheme could be used for constructing rather than detecting secret spaces. Useful in practical terms, both Cospi’s and Remmelin’s books give their readers methods for seeing surfaces less as obstacles to knowledge than as starting points for thought.
Acts of memory always require a movement of the mind in time. Memory texts aided memorization by locating or anchoring memory, instead, in space, notably in a familiar room or on the human body. The two illustrations from Filippo Gesualdo’s Plutosofia (cat. 64) demonstrate how the art of memory drew on forms of dimensional thinking being perfected in the domains of architecture and anatomy.
Heinrich Döbel's memory treatise (cat. 65) depends on the material dimension of language itself, on words occupying both space and time as writing, reading and speaking. As shown in the illustration, Döbel's system for remembering historical dates recodes them as significant letters (as given in Roman capitals) in a simple verbalization of the event to be remembered. As this system reminds us, one of the oldest mnemonic aids is organized language, especially in the form of poetry. The manuscript poem added to the flyleaf of William West's collection of legal forms and formulae (cat. 66) constitutes an art of memory. A popular mnemonic on land conveyance ("Whoe wilbe wise in purchasing"), it lays out a set of simple rules by which a purchaser or attorney could test whether a real estate transaction was secure. In contrast to West's extensive elaboration of prescriptive legal forms, the poem records one reader's attempt to find a simpler and more easily remembered guide to practice.
Olde English Rules
for the purchasing
of landes

Whoe wilbe wise in purchasing
Let him consider these pointes folowinge
First see the land be cleare
In title of the seller
And that it stand in daunger
Of noe womans dower
See whether the tenure be bond or free
And Release of eurie feoffee
See that the seller be of Age
And that it ly not in mortgage
Whether a Tayle be theareof fownde
And whether it stand in statute bounde
Consider what servuice longeth theareto
And what quit rent theare out must goe
And yf it be come of a wedded woman
Think thow then of Covert Baron
And yf thow may in anie wyse
Make the Charter with warranties
To thee thine heires assignes alsoe
Thus shold a wise purchaser doe.

Finis
Christopher Sutton's *Disce Mori* (cat. 67), a collection of devotional meditations on death, undoes the art of memory by calling on the reader, paradoxically, to remember his or her own future, "to enter into a serious remembrance of his ende." In the contexts of the Renaissance arts of memory, the survival of this earlier tradition of the *memento mori* can be seen to constitute a kind of anti-technology of memory, with the sacred dimension of memory trumping the secular.
En ce portrait, il est assez clairement montré ce qui appartient en partie au membre bouteux de la femme qui dépend de la description de la matrice.
In contrast to books that anticipate and attempt to control their own use, the concern in these final sections is with the unpredictable and often unrepresentable interaction between a book and its reader or a book and its own contents. Drawing on the encyclopedia, on pornography and on books about music, drama and love, “Taking Liberties” explores how books invited or allowed readers to move beyond the printed text: by supplementing their contents, for example, and so challenging their authority; or by misreading them and disregarding norms of use. In addition, it explores how readers were asked to compensate for the liberties that some books took when they represented phenomena beyond the scope of print, more appropriately rendered in other media.

The books featured here have dramatically entered a “relation”: with authorities beyond their authority; with readers whose non-conformist use might constitute abuse; and with alternative media that offer different sets of representational possibilities from those of text. All of these relations compromise the autonomy of text. At exactly the same time, they open up a space for the book to emerge as a conspicuously self-reflexive and theorized medium. When the book is confronted with its own limits, in other words, a space for theory becomes possible.
Collective Authority and the Encyclopedia

An authoritative source for practical and theoretical information, the encyclopedia offers a paradoxically fluid and communal model of knowing, depending for its currency on continual revision, correction and addition. One of the most important such books in early modern England was *Batman vpon Bartholome* (cat. 68), a translation and expansion of an encyclopedia originally written in Latin and compiled by the thirteenth-century English friar Bartholomaeus. Best known now as “Shakespeare’s Encyclopedia,” *Batman* was an introduction to theological, physiological, medical and natural scientific knowledge. The book’s title, like its prefatory list of “contributing authors” both ancient and modern, makes explicit the accretive nature of encyclopedic knowledge. Unsurprisingly, books like this often offered a model for their readers, too, to add to the book, fashioning them as potential participants in the endless project of making and maintaining the encyclopedia.
This copy of *Batman* is interesting, in fact, for the information added in 1600 and 1605 by one of the book's early readers. Adapting the book to personal needs, the owner used the front flyleaf to record useful practices from other sources, notably local and oral ones. The owner takes care to authorize these as dependable, either by identifying their source or by giving brief testimony regarding the history of their use. In one dramatic instance, a medical remedy is called "soveraigne" because it was used at court, "proved throughly vpon margarit Homerson, wife to one of the Kings servantes."

The owner's additions were not limited to the categories organizing the encyclopedia, nor were they dependent on only traditional or socially sanctioned authorities. One of most striking notes, for example, evokes an authority grounded in local practice and communal experience: "Anno 1600 June 6: The miller of the windmill by Henley vpon Thames shewed me how he preserved his apple trees from the Caterpillers: viz: he vsed everie evening late to shake everie bow of the trees first aboue, then below, and so he di did shake many down which lay thick on the ground. And thereby preserved fruite in aboundance. Remember to practice the same."
Readers are not obliged to use books in the way that an author might like. The three books gathered here, each at the border of anatomy and pornography, blur the bounds between use and abuse. Some of the illustrations in Charles Estienne’s medical text (cat. 69) use woodblocks that, in other contexts, had a pornographic function; Estienne adapted these by superimposing on the original image a second plate showing the dissected or anatomized body.
Conversely, Helkiah Crooke worries in his *Mikrokosmographia* (cat. 70) that a reader might transform his medical text into pornography. In the preface to the fourth book, “Of the Naturall Parts belonging to generation, as well in Men as in Women,” he insists that his book has a professional use and is not intended, as some might suppose, to “ensnare men’s mindes by sensual demonstrations” (197).
Crooke’s defense of his scientific interests points exactly to the possibility of using texts like this for private pleasure rather than medical or scientific application. The small pseudo-Aristotelian text, *Aristotle’s Master-piece* (cat. 71) was a practical guide for midwives, introducing them to female anatomy and to the “secrets of generation.” As in the case of Crooke, the author declares in the introduction that he fears lest “this Book should fall into the Hands of any Obscene or Wanton Person, whose Folly or Malice may turn that into Ridicule, that loudly proclaims the Infinite Wisdom of an Omnipotent Creator” (A4v). Interestingly, the book was at the center of a later scandal in New England in which the preacher Jonathan Edwards attempted to punish a number of boys for abusing the text by using it to taunt local girls. Unsurprisingly, by warning against misuse, texts like these essentially provided a guide, or at least a spur, to their own abuse.
Beyond the Book: Affect and Medium

Book Use, Book Theory has explored what it means for a book to become useful, and how in that process a book often confronts its own limits as a medium for representing experience or the phenomenal world. Each text in this section is conspicuously inadequate to the task it sets for itself, but through that inadequacy discovers a form of self-reflection, and as such even invents a theory of its own distinctly textual dimensions.

Music and Sound

Descartes’s treatise on music (cat. 72) opens with a sentence—“The object of this Art is a Sound” (Art)—that announces both the theorization of his topic and the limitations of the book in respect of its object. The illustration shown here comes from a supplement to the book provided by the English translator.
It suggests just how much work needs to be done, in the form of scientific tabulation and division, to approach the acoustical phenomena that are the book’s object. It also points, of course, to how Descartes’s theoretical explanations of music find their ultimate proof in the practice he himself always had in mind.

**Performance and Presence**

In the preface to his play *The Malcontent* (cat. 73), John Marston preemptively declares the printed book a failure: “I would faine leave the paper; onely one thing afflicts me, to thinke that Scænes invented, merely to be spoken, should be inforcibly published to be read” (A2r). Marston here confronts the impossibility of a play text’s ever fully rendering the presence of the human body in performance. Partly in response to the limitation inherent in using one medium to represent another, the text deploys printed marginalia such as “To Maria” and “kicks out Mend” as stage directions, helpful descriptions of action that render the performative dimension of the play more visible to the reader, in effect making the printed text its own promptbook (see cat. 6).
Emblem and Eros

Because desire is always in search of something not there, it presents a special problem for representation. The two books by Francesco Pona (cat. 74) and Otho van Veen (cat. 75) confront the problem of erotic representation through the use of emblem, a literary form consisting of motto, image, and an explanatory, usually poetic text. Far from being merely decorative, these emblems, one
secular and one divine, can best be thought of as enabling a difficult kind of cognition, whereby the mind’s movement across different and incommensurate media enacts an otherwise unrepresentable dimension of the psyche: the unsettling experience of eros.